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SMILE
WORLD

County

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt left
for SanDiego. Calif, last Sunday
It seems like trying to spring: a very weak joke to speak and they expect to be gone some
seriously of the present miserable trails which must answer for time.
roads over which wagons, trucks and passenger cars are compelled
to travel. Such roads? are a disgrace and a menace and concerted
The Reser ve and Luna road is
$fforton the part of Catron County's population should be had in now open through to the Arizona
an attempt to get built a first class road from Datil to Silver City. Highway.
Tha Forest Service Department of the U. S. Government is
L. A. Jessen and Morris
(rHeavoring to build goo roads thru the Gila and Datil forests.
most of the distance from where Grant County now ends Bloom, spent Monday and Tuesand joins the Gila forest reserve, to Datil, which is on the other day in Alma and Mogollon this
week.
boundary of the Datil forest, the road has been surveyed.
Grant County ia building a- road from Silver City to the
Glenwood
Extreme east end of the county which joins the west end of the
The schools opened this morning
Gila Nationaj Forest in Catron Coun ty.
in Pleasanton Valley wi'h good
The present road from twenty or more miles west of Glenwood
attendance and with Miss. Ruth
ibward Reserve remind us of the doggerel rhyme which was once Grom, as the teacher and as she
found posted on a similar road. It follows:
is a teacher who has had some
the people in the
experience
"This road is not passable;
valley are to be congratulated on
Not even jackassable.
being so fortunate vn securing
her services.
So, if yuu wish to travel,

0fr

-

Better
Let us get

bring your own gravel."
good roads. We can do it.

Terms of Settlement in
Shop Strike; Men Return
of
in
Order
Seniority

As

N0.22

I.1- ,

the candidate of the Republican party for United States Senator,

I

earnestly

solicit your

J

support.

It is your rigftt

OF WEEPING

1922,

TO THE VOTERS
OE CATRON COUNTY

Roads

SMILES. WITH YOU

NO NEED

-

Catron

AND THE

to know

the policies for which I stand and uponVh'ch I seek election. I wi
endi avor to visit dvery county during the "ampaign but in limited time available it will be impossible to me t all thr: people and present in person my position upon public questions. So that you
may have this knoivledge I will publish a series of brief statements in which I will give my position upon some of the the questions now before our country anil upon which it is luely that your
Senate will be called upon to vote.
representative in the
i

w

".

y

New Mexico must have a

Other states need protectii

STEPHEN

THE
TARIFF
protective tariff on her
n for

ii

In

ill

I ask yon to read these statements with care, feelins: that if you agree with my views I may
expect your support and your vote.
'

:

B. DAVIS, JR.

wool and

other products.

their products, agricultural, mineral and manufactured.

Republicans believe in protection for all who need it. What is fair for one is fair for another.
Miss Ethel Johnson who is makMrs.
ome
with
her
Johny
ing
There are democrats, judging by their votes, who believe in a protective tariff for the
Anderson is attending school in
Pleasanton valley.
products of their own states, but not for other states.

Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
Republican Candidate for
United States
Senator

This is wrong in principle, for it represents the height of selfishness, It is bad in practice,
Hickson and family
A SOFT ANSWER.
Philip
moved back to Pleasanton Valley for no tariff can be written on such a basis. A foolish man might take such a 'position in good faith.
From a stenographer.
after spending the summer work- but those democrats are not fools. In this world, he who gets must give.
in
mines
in
the
Mogollon.
ing
The president of a large autoWe cannct have a protective tariff for New Mexico and no protection for the rest of our
y
terms of
the Associated Press.
CHICAGO, Sept.
mobile concern in Omaha, NebThomas Gallagher, an old timer country.
settlement as agreed to by the striking shop crafts, policy comraska, having had difficulty in
left Thursday for his old home
mittee for terminating the shopmen's strike follows:
getting a satisfactory stenograin Kentucky where he will make
STEPHEN B DAVIS, JR.
pher as a last resort, put the
order to bring to an end the existing strike of employes his future home.
following ad in one of the local
roads
relieve
effects
rai
the
and
the
from
adverse
the
country
upoji
papers:
folto
of
the
essential
the
and
movement
thereof
traffic
expedite
"WANTED - First-Class- ,
high
lowing memorandum of agreement is made up on. the understandIt was a mistake about Miss.
grade stenographer; salary no
ing which the parties hereto accept, that the terms hereof shall be Clara Jones going to Silver City
object. The stenographer must
To all Republican Voters in and for Catron County, New Mexico.
carried out by the officers of the companies and the representatives Sta;e Normal to assume her
get it as fast as I dictate, and
in
a spirit of conciliation and sincere purpose to scnooi work ior me coming
of the employes
iou are nereoy nounea mat me nepuDiican rnmanes will be held in various precinct get it right; must be absolutely
effect a genuine settlement of the matters in controversy referred season, she has not yet left.
accurate; must Jiave human inon the 7th day of October A. D. 1922.
tf b'elow. This paragraph does not apply to or include strikes in
telligence. If you are not a cracker
effect prior to July 1, 1922.
For the purpose of selecting delegates to the County Convention which will jack, don't bother mj."
took
Mr. Othie Johnson
reThis is one of the
to return to work. in positions of the cIpss they originally wanon load of bedding, etc. to be held
at Reserve, New Mexico on the 14th day of October A. D. 1922. For the purpose of selecting ceived in the mail thereplies
held on June 30, 1922, and at the same point. As many of such Reserve last week for the road
following
im-morning:
Candidates on the Republican Ticket, to be voted on the rext General Election.
Jis.possible are to be immediately put to work at present .surveying crew.
"I note your requirerates of pay, and all 3uch employes who have been on strike be
Signed J. R. Gaunt
ments, as aired in the news,
Mrs.Charles York of Hurley
put to work or under pay not later than thirty days after the signjwp.-:-.-- paper, and hasten to make in
ing of this agreement, except such men as have been proved guilty with her two children has been
County Chairman.
Mr.
in
and
which
the ( pinion of the commission, here visiting her parents,
of acts of violence
quiry as to tne strenuous business that takes such an extraorinafter provided for, shall be sufficient cause for dismissal from Mrs. Dan Higgins, for the past
dinary stenographer.
service.
ttw. weeks she left for her
A todos los Votantes RepublcanoH, en y porel Condado de Catron N. M.
Your advertisement appeals to
relative standing as between themselves, of men return-in- ; hi me Thursday.
me
to work and men laid off, furloughed or on leave of absence
than
stronger
strongly
Por estas presentes quedan ustedes notificados que las Primaries Republicanas seran tenidas
I have,
Miss Holliman gave a most en
including general chairmen and others who were as of June 30.1922
prepared mustard-- as
t r erly on leave of absence, will be restored as nf June 30, 1922
searched Europe, Airope, Irope,
jovable dance and Rupper to her en todos los precinto el dia 7 de Octubre A.D. 1922.
and lloboken in quest of some
and they will be called back to work in that order.
many friends last Wednesday
Con el proposito de de elejir delegados a la Convencion de Condado la cual sera tenida one who could use my
Her farewell dance, as she
talents to
night.
Disputes to Be Referred to Commission.
left for Silver City where she
en Reserve, New Mexico el dia 14 de Octubte a las 10 de la Manana. con el proposito de Elejir Can- advantage, When it comes to
this chin music proposition, I have
4 If a dispute arises as to the relative standing of an employe, will attend the State Normal this
didates en la Boleta Republicana de este Condado, los cuales se deberan Bometir al voto del Pueblo never found man, woman or
or if any other controversy arises growing out of the strike that winter.
cannot otherwise be adjusted jy carriers and said employe, or the
distaphone who. could get first
en la puxima Eleccion General.
base on me, either fancy or catch
duly authorized representatives thereof, the matter shall be referas eaten can. l write snortnand
Jim and Lula Hudson left
red by the organizations parties to this agreement, the employes or
J. R. Gaunt
so fast that 1 have to use a
thtf carrier in the interest of any employe who may be aggrieved, ihursdayfor the State College
Presidente de Condado
to a commission to be established and constituted as heteinafter at Las Cruces, where they expect
specially prepared pencil, with
fa platinum point, and a water
provided, for final decision by a majoritv vote.
td finish their High School Work
We hear lots of surprising talk to
Quemado
give our county and I sincere cooling epuipment that I have
commission referred to in paragraph 4 thereof shall he
j5-now
political observances ly
to be of some assistance constructed at exhorbitant ex
Both the Alma and Glenwood
composed of six representatives to be named by the chief officers
we near of a man with wonder-lu- i to hopein
pense, a note pad made of asSchools
you
Public
your work. I am,
open Monday.Mrs
of, the organizations parties hereto and six railroad officers or repWe hear of
visions.
Co.
Anastacio
bestos composition, covered with
Commissioner
personal
D.
B.Baca.
resentatives selected from and by the roads agreeing hereto. This Fred Holliman, and another Baca fell from a horse against a a man who claims the ownerhuman hide, luled with sulphuric
are
Alma,
teacher
at'
teaching
The
15
commission shall be constituted within
sentiment expressed above acid bnd stitched with catgut.
days from the sigr.ing of
lei.ee last week causing several ship of a mortgage against the is
this agreement and shall have jurisdiction to decide all caes that Mrs. Holliman taught there last small bruises.
greatly appreciated, and if in
I use the A. W. Ignition,
voters of Catron county.
We hear of a man who intends dulged in by all
may properly be referred to it on or before May 31, 1923, but not year.
residing in double unit, high tension system
Catron
would
eventu exclusively, and will
thereafter.
County it
to make a little Russia out of
guarantee
ally work out the problems which to deliver my rated hoasepower
Over ten new houses are under Catron County.
Intimidation and Oppression Banned
The young son of Mr. and
ns.
now
confront
Once upon a time we were
under either A. L., A. M, or S.
Mrs. Ed Hudson, who has been construction at present besides
The Advocate invites news
as this agreement is reached for the purpose of
relatives and friends at a large business building next to bottled in, air tight, in Socorro items or other contributions of A. E. standard. I have been
visiting
D, B. Baca's store being con County, but we are now in Catron
all partie
fcombosing in a spirit of cempenife (his controversy,
passed by the National Board of
Magdalena and Reserve, for the
interest from over the county and Censorship and guaranteed under
hereto agree that neither this settlemeni nor any decison of the past
six weeks returned to his structed by Baldwin Bros, ot County, you see.
snch contribnti6ns will be pub- the Pure rood and
commission above provided for shall be used or cited in anj con home
Drug Act of
Thursday. He attended the Magdalena.
lished in the issue next following June 30, l'JOG.
the
or
between
the
railroads
between
the
parties
signing
troversy
carnival at Reserve, and reports
receipt of same, provided suffi
I run with my cut out open at
,jwrae, or any other class or classes of their employes in any other a most enjoyable time.
Editor and Publisher of the cient space remains.
Deputy Sheriff Rufus Brown
all speeds, and am, in fact a
ct ntroversy that may hereafter arise.
The Editor
from the Largo country has Reserve Advocate:
guaranteed double hydraulically
Mrs. Jim McSpadden, and her moved his faimily to town to
parties pledge themselves that no intimidation or opIt is very nice of you to
welded
and
crip forged
b
or
shall
of
the
been
visit attend school. Mr. Brown is get our Quemada
practiced
permitted against any
pression
employes two children, who has
in your
specimen of human
have
or
taken service or as against inc her Darents, Mr. and Mrs.
who have remained at work
1 assure
week.
good
paper
Baldwin
every
working in the new
lightning on a perfect thirty six
those who resume work under this understanding.
C. B Hudson of Reserve, passed Bros,
you my dear good friends, that I
building.
frame graund to one thousandth
'
to
on
her
way
am for the progress of a pubsuits at law now pending as the result of the strike to through the city
an inch. At hot air juggling
of
lication such as you are aiming
her home in Globe, Arizona,
drawn and cancelled by both parties. "
you have nothing on me.
"
The method of procedure adopted by the policy committee at
If you wish to avail yourself of
the meeting is that no man on any railroad, even though inch ded
the
opportunity of a lifetime,
Jnfhe settlement at this time, as to return to work until they have
wire
me; but unless you are fully
Endicott-Johnson
Motived the necessary directions from their respective system
to pay the tariff for
prepared
statement
concluded, and aided that the negotiafederations, the
such services, don't bother me,
tions with the roads would be ordered at once.
as I am so nervous that I can't
Endicott-Johnso- n
stand still long enough to have
SPUR LAKE
Tr w
V
my dressmaker measure my
3
clothes. Spare your time and
money unless you want to pay at
Last Sunday Morning at ten
least $5.00 per week in cash or
o'clock we had a fine Sunday
its equivalent.
SchvMtwas attended by a crowd
of. 47 people which is good for
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Porter,
(Signed)I. M. Wideawake".
are visiting with their daughter I
Spui Lake.
Mrs. Fred Lant at Glenwood th's
week.
Cattle Sale at Alma
Goods- Miss Bessie Raebinion left for
Good
Rains
Eagpr Arizona, to attend school
N. B. Smith of the Reserve
18'J0
A
of
sale
is reportsteers
winter.
this
State Bank is attending the
ed from Alma. They brought 4'
Bankers convention at Las Vegas
cents.
Mr Frank Kitchen, and family this week.
Alma has recently been favored
a
homestead
arrived on their
with good rains which is bringReserve to Have Meat
few days ago and are living in a
ing out the grass.
IMarket
tent now.
Light rains are falling over
most of the entire country Le- A meat market will he opened
tween Aden, on the S. P. R. R.
Some six prospectors from by August and Emil Kiehne in
to within 30 miles of Glenwood
Colorado were in Spur Lake last the building formerly used as a
for homestead bkktry and restaurant.
week looking
land and said they wonld be back
13.--(B-
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Just Received

Shoes.

W W VF

Local Items

i

A

Large Shipment Of
School Shoes are shoes for the Boy

And The Girl.

Outing Flannels, Sweaters And Other Winter Clothing.
Season From This Date Creamery
We Will Carry During The Winfer
iButter, Cheese And Other Perishable

We especially solicit your mail orders which will receive pur
prompt attention and be forwarded as early as possible after receipt of same.

Reserve Mercantile Company.
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THE RESERVE

Alaska Mines
Show Activity
a boom la looked for as soon as these
Readjustment of Wages Brings
reports are made known.
Close Approach to Nor"Wild Catters" Stay Out.
Alaska Is no plnce for the wild cotmalcy in Pits.
ter, for the communities are arrayed
LURE

OF

against spurious promotions, and all
efforts to float such enterprises are
bulked by the public and press.
As nn Ulustrutlon of how the
s
are progressing, a group of business men have acquired a number of
oil leuses In the Anchorage field and
hold them subject to the advent of
capital In sufficient volume to drill one
or more complete wells, the property
being turned over on a low royalty
basis, all emolument being subject to
striking oil.
Anchorage recently Jointly financed
a cannery plant by escrowlng all subscriptions until sufficient capital was
raised. The cannery was launched and
this season Is operating successfully.
It is the policy of Alaskan capitid to
pool with outside capital on all legitimate enterprises and In this manner
the public, as well as legitimate develare protected against bucopers,
caneers of finance.

DRAWS

THE HILLS

Alas-knn-

People Leave Populous Centert to
Combine Pleaeure Trip With ProsComplexion of Mining
pecting
Ha Changed.

Readjustment
Anchors;?. Alaska.
f wages, bringing a close approach to
aorinaley its applied to mining, has
In a return of the pendulum
toward greater mining activity than
Das been experienced In the history of
iluska since the boom days.
While the Alaska railroad was build
ng It whs Impossible to obtain help
for mining operations, owing to the
food wufc8 In railroad construction.
Even noi there Is a general shnrt-ig- e
of miners throughout the territory, und eve y man of experience who
rures to wor, is employed.
Mining
takes on an entirely different complexion than n few years ago; ntten-liois being given to gaining access
to known placer deposits suitable for
hydraulics and dredges, and aside from
this phase of the phoer situation
Ihere Is little uolng save where
have n little piece of ground
from which t'fev may sluice out a
prubstake for Hie winter, and who do
not care to take out a fortune.
Mine Much Quartz.
The oilier phase of the renaissance
In mining Is confined to quartz, and
judging by the encouraging discoveries, the apparent permanency of ore
!odies and ability to mine economically, the outlook for quartz U excellent.
Additional
prospecting In the Willow Creek
district has disclosed a
more extended area, and as rapidly

is trails and roadways are extended
:he prospector Is bringing commercial
jiroperties Into being.
So great has become the lure of the
ill!
that almost all the populous
enters along the railroad are
a midsummer quietude, everyone fclio lias a grubstake and many
in other lines of business
Migagcd
aklng advantage of the Ideal condition In the bills to combine a pleasure
trip wilh prospecting.
"llow much does If go to the pan?"
lias been supplanted by "What does it
run to the tuny" and "How Is the crop
under-Eola-

.ooklngV"
Even when a big cleanup comes In
there Is no excitement, as these things
occurrences.
re becoming every-daAlaska at present needs more Interest In quartz mining, especially
from outside capital, it Is stated, for
local capital Is carrying the peak of
and the lack of larger
development
capital Is retarding rapid development.
Geological survey engineers are now
making reconnaissances along the railroad belt und the result of their findings Is expected to have a tremendous
effect upon all classes of mining, und

Broods Nest of
Rats in Mother's Absence

Pigeon

Pay for Meal.
Columbia, I'a. A stray dog was
given a good local at n restaurant
here by Italph Johnson, a clerk. The
dog followed Johnson Inane late at
When a highwayman held up
night.
Johnson, choking hint, the dog attacked the bandit, who lied.

Stray

Dog

Up

Diamond
Four Years Ago
t

Valentine Fernhardt of
lost a $G)0 diamond ring
lu the shallow waters of the
Shrewsbury river at Water
Witch, X. J., four years ago. He
searched the river bed for
weeks, tut the ring was not re-

Sebeste Outdoes

Rivals in United

covered.
The other day he went for a
launch ride on thw Shrewsbury.
Just as he passed the spot
where he had Inst the ring a
friend dropped a hammer Into
The boat was
the water.
stopped. Ilernhnrdt put his hand
Into the water and found the

ring beside the hammer.

RUSS CANCEL ENGINE ORDER
Financial State of Government
Paying for 1,000 Locomotives

Mak.ee

Impossible.
Stockholm.

After

having

ordered

from an engineering
firm here and having received 300 of
l.tKJO locomotives
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tenced to Two Years.
SWINGLES

MANY

VARIED
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Court Procedure Brings Out RemarkActivable Tale of
Even
ities of Karl Sebeste
Joined Police Force.

Ilerlln.

Wildest

of

(ales

the American army are
surpassed by the story of Karl Sebeste, formerly u private in the German army, whose varied career has
just landed him in prison for two
years. Ills story came out during the
court procedure.
Sebeste, who Is twenty-fivyears
old, was a clerk In a hut factory before
the wur and upon being discharged
entered the army, found he didn't care
"
for that sort of thing and
into being discharged as physHe then driftically unlit for service.
ed Into the postal service and stole
copiously from letters, for which he
was seutenced to five months in prison.
Promotes Himself.
Upon his discharge the war was
getting hotter and he was again drafted and In Ills first engagement at the
front was buried under a woll of
earth that caved In from shell fire.
Having recuperated he was sent to the
front again, but proceeded to develop
health and was sent to the German
hospital In C'oblenz. Emerging he promoted himself to the rank of nonofficer and conferred a
commissioned
decoration of the Iron Cross upon himWhile In the hospital he had
self.
already laid claim to having been a
student of theology ami with the permission of the chaplain of the hospital
conducted the divine services then;
with great success.
Pleasant ns the hospital was he was
finally seat buck' to ills outfit, but
managed to escape again In Germany,
where be became the religious Instructor In u camp nt Spandnu. Again he
was successful, but when he tried to
oust the chaplain ind bnve himself
appointed his sinecure ended again
and once more he was sent back to his
unit In France. This time the armistice ciime and, having been duly discharged, he tried the stage. Then
In

e
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like a liousebout, but looks are deceiving, for when the revenue
Look
craft in the Potomac near Wash-lntfomen swooped down upon tills Innocent-lookinthey found It whs really a floating bar. The owner was absent, and

nhwnt.

Aviator Is Forced by Engine Trou-bl- e
to Descend to Earth
in Far North.

came the revolution and he became it
doctor of law und arrived
in Berlin with many decorations and
the uniform of an ollieer, where he was
welcomed
by the Garde Cavallere,
Schuetzon division, and assigned as u
court ollieer to the lieichs criminal department of the organization. He tried
several tricks on the men who were
being caught and himself was- sentenced to six imiiit i in prison for
petty crimes.
li.--

Borrows

Huge Sums.

Discharged again, Sebeste borrowed
huge sums of money on the pretense
of being a former ollieer und swindled
a widow of an officer out of ".0,01)0
marks, and stole her papers und those
who was reof her brother-in-law- ,
ported missing during the war. With
these credentials he secured money as
u discharged officer and went to work
for barristers, who were obliged to
discharge him for giving away secrets
to other firms.
Later he was Imprisoned again, but
emerged triumphantly and succeeded
In joining the Iierlin police, where his
swindles brought liliu his latest sentence.
POLICE

USE PAPER

BULLETS

Tear Gas Bombs Also Part of the
Equipment of the Law Enforcing
Powers of Detroit.
Detroit, Midi. Tear gas bombs and
pulier bullets are now part of the
regular equipment of the police in the
fourth city In America.
Police Commissioner Inches felt that
machine guns were needed by Detroit
to help In dlsjierslng mobs. So the city
guns,
bought a number of
to shoot l,f00 bullets a minute, but the
commissioner Was afflicted with a kind
t
of
heart and couldn't bear the
the steel jacketed bullets mowing men
down just because they happened to
he disorderly.
Dr. Inches suggested that pnper bullets be made, containing a charge of
minute bird shot. It is said these
paper bullets will not cripple for life
or kill any person, no matter nt wbut
close range they are fired, but will
stop any mob.
The bullets were found to have' just
ubout the necessary speed and hardness to get under a man's skin and
make him want to hunt a doctor lu
the quickest possible time.
tho-igli-

AUTOS HIT; BABY SLEEPS ON
Child

In

Car Not Awakened

by Se.

Tarrytown, N. Y. A
baby in an automobile slept on after
the cur hnd collided with another and
thrown out John Hyan of G7 Marquette
avenue, Yonkers, who was rushed to
the Grasslands hospital dying of a
fractured skull.
The accident was at Klmsford, when
Mr. and Mm. Percy McElreath of
Kockawny, N. J., were on their way
to catch a ferry at Tarrytown. Ryan's
car shot across In front of thera and
turned over as It was struck. Ryan
was the only one hurt.
New Paper In Worcester.
Mass. Worcester Is to
Worcester,
have a new Sunday newspaper. The
first Issue of the Sunday Times will
be published September 1. It will
be sold foj- - 5 cents. J. F. Estes, for
many years managing editor of the
Telegram, Is the owner of the new
paper and will be Its editor and

Zoo Bear Gets Loose,
Crowd Flees in Panic
Billy, a black
Poughkeepsie.
hear, who has been In the zoo
here for only a few months, escaped frwu his cage and started
In the general direction of his
former ho e In the Michigan
woods. Children at play In the
park saw Billy and scnttered,
In all
directions.
screaming,
John
Their yells
Schaumberger, the keeper, and
employees of the board of pub-

attracted

KILLS

ONE FOR

FOOD

Set Up Movie Camera to Get Picture
of Wild Herd, but Changed Mind
When Hundred! of Animals
Hove in Sight.
Dawson, Y. T. Like a chapter from
ilramatic fiction reads the story of the
experience of Clarence O. Prest, the
aviator, while trying a flight across
Yukon territory and Alaska. He flew
camera above
vlth his moving-pictur- e
a great herd of caribou and was forced
He slaughto land in their midst.
The
tered one to keep from starving.
herd Is part of the great body of carl- -

them, the Hussian government has Intimated that It is now unable to pay.
When the contract was made It was
agreed that the engines were to lie
paid for as they were delivered, and
the manufacturers obtained u guaranty
for their1 money.
It is now considered probable that
the soviet government will cancel Unbalance of the order. It is believed
the present financial state of Kussia
and the failure of the (Jenon and The
Hague conferences Is responsible.

rious Collision In New
York State."

I!

HERD OF CARIBOU

Bay-onn- e

lic works.
Billy finally was lassoed and
returned to his quarters.
Billy had made bis escape
once before, but when his keeper
went to look for him Billy had
been so taken up with watching
a cage full of brightly colored
pheasants that he had gone no

further.

I'm

telling you
"Chew it after

every meal

DISMISSED SLEUTH
LANDS HIS MAN
Detective, Fired Because of Prisoner's Escape, Pays Own

Expenses

in

Chase.

The Perfect Gum
Made of purest .materials

In modern, sanitary, sun-li- t factories-- No
Pittsburgh. Patrick E. Moran, dls
charged detective of this city, handed
expense spared to make it
hack to cheated justice a prize that
had been sought in the crime centers
wholesome and full of flavor
of Philadelphia. New York City, and
,
Wax-wrappe- d
and sealed to keep
Paris, France, when, In
Pa., he caused the arrest of Rocco
it good:
master criminal,
Deplppo.
alleged
whose escape
caused
Moran's disWRIGLEY'S is bound to be the
missal from the Pittsburgh force three
years ago after sensational charges of
best that can be made!
graft had been made against him.
When Deplppo escaped, Moran took
up the chase on his own Initiative,
paid all his own expenses In tracing
the man from city to city, and, when
lie had cornered his prize, stepped
aside to enable Wllkes-Barrofficers
aiding digestion
to make the arrest and claim the reward. Moran wanted only to prove
whitening teeth
that be bad been falsely branded
when he was accused of permitting
clearing breath
Deplppo to escape.
Deplppo faces In Pittsburgh IndictSoothing to overment on a total of 38 counts for burgwrought nerves and a
Moran's origlary und other charges.
inal warrant was served on Deplppo
general pick-me-uIn Cherbourg, France. After being returned to Pittsburgh, and released on
bail, Deplppo escaped, clue, It was
Fowls of the Air.
Must Be Well Dressed.
said, to Moran's connivance. Deplppo
"Pee here," said the angry customer,
now asserts that he hnd accomplices,
"She wants u new gown."
"when I order poultry from you again
but they were not connected with the
"What for?"
"She's going to sing over the radio I don't want you to send nie any of
police department, and he absolves
r--Moran from any assistance in his es- next week and she couldn't think of those airplane chickens."
"What kind do you mean, sir?"
cape.
appearing for nil those people In a
"The sort that are all wings and maMoran took up the chase after hlg gown she has already worn twice."
chinery, and no meat." Boston Tran-dismissal, and during Its many turns Detroit Free Press.
Wilkes-Harre-

It's good

and good for you

e

self-slyle- d

States Army and

Floating Bar Found in the Potomac

fe

PREST LANDS IN

German Soldier
'Gold Brick' King

111

Glen Ridge, X. J. In view of
the
enmity between
pigeons and rats. IIerlert T.
Partington, a New York broker
living In Summit avenue here,
was amazed to find a pigeon sitting on n nest of young rats on
the tlrst floor of his garage.
Darlington had been missing
squabs for siiine time and laid
supposed they were killed by
rats. He keeps a loft of pigeons
on the second floor of the garage. Kurly in the day he saw a
large rat, apparently a mother
rnf, going Into the garage. He
shot It.
Then be found the pigeon on
the nest, which nlso contained
one empty pigeon egg. The little rats were asleep.

Fishes

r.

A-

-s

r

Lands in Herd of Caribou.
which annually trek across the
region near Dawson and Eagle. Prest
had flown by a round-ubou- t
way from
San Bernardino, Oil., to the Far
North.
Prest's own story of his experience
Is told In the following dispatch from
Eagle to the Dawson Dally News:
"Thirty minutes out of Eagle my engine bucked. I looked for a landing
place and picked what looked like u
level spot. It was Nlggerlieud Flat at
the head of Deer creek, eight miles
Bouth of Seventy-Mil- e
river. I fixed
the engine and noticed a couple of caribou. I set up my movie camera so
as to get them. More of them were
coming, so I began to see about taking off. Turning, I noticed 500 or 600
caribou all around the airship and
camera, and rushed expecting to find
the camera ruined, but no damage was
done. I got reudy to take off but the
ship went upon her nose in the soft
going and broke the propeller.
Killed a Caribou.
"I had been debating about killing
one of the caribou, but the debate
ended when the propeller broke, so I
killed one with my
pistol
and butchered hira with a pocket
knife.
"I was overhauling the motor when
a puff of wind finished the Job by
turning the ship over on her back and
breaking the radiator. So I deserted
the ship, stripped oft the instruments
and magneto, and started to pack
down to the river. I got down with
one load and saw I was not going to
make it with the grub I bad, so I
cached everything and went back to
the ship and slept in its tall Sunday
night.
"I had left my compass In a cache
at the mouth of Ramey creek, so I
started without It. I was further out
than I thought. I did not pick up the
trail and made a lot of unnecessary
circles, climbing mountains for observation. It was raining steadily, but I
had equipped myself with a small can
of gasoline for starting fires.
"My shoes and feet were giving out
and I was afraid to lie down to sleep.
Finally, I struck the trail at Nlmrod
Bar, and shortly after a search party
hove In sight."

p.
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Just mix Alabastine with
water cold or hot and
apply to any interior surface. The sure result is
beautifully tinted walls in
exactly the color you wish.
Caught Deplppo In

Wllkes-Barre-

.

he traveled through most of the Eastern states, and parts of France und
In
He caught Deplppo
England.
Wilkes-Barr- e
just as the famous criminal was making ready for another
dash to Europe.

SWORDFISH

PIERCES

A

Alabastine comes in all
standard colors and these
intermix to form count-les- s
others so that your
decorating taste may be
accurately followed. ,

None gmnmnt without
th Crom and Circle
printed in red. y

BOAT

Schooner's Crew Fights Four Hours
as Monster Tear Planking
of Veisel.

battle
Boston, Mass. A four-hou- r
swordflsh off the
with a
Georges bank was described by the
crew of the fishing schooner Nyoda,
which arrived with the fish and a noie
In her planking as exhibits In support
of the tale.
Capt. Charles Nelsen said the mon

Colored Man Falls Dead in Crap Game. ster tore a three-Inc- h
gash In the
Rueford, N. C Spurned by the dice schooner's planking a foot above the
a
when be "shot It all' at the end of
water line.
crap game, Jim Suggs, colored, fell
dead as the dice betrayed him. The
Lightning Sealed Youth's Mouth.
game lasted all night und the decision
When lightning
Portland, Me.
to "shoot It all" was made when the struck a building In which he was sit
players were departing.
ting, Thomas C. Crocker, was unable
to open his mouth, his Jaws having behad a hard
Baby Has Six Living Grandmothers.
come nigld. Companions
Concord, N. H. The little daughter time to force open his jaws. The boy
of Mr. and Mrs. F. Roger Strong, has was well, with the exception of a
tlx living grandmothers. They Include headache, when a physician arrWed.
one
three His companions' quick action saved
and two
Crocker from serious Illness or death,
the doctor said.

Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
Independent Icelander.
The native of Iceland Is dependent
'
upon his own resources for all the
necessities of his family. He makes
his own clothes, builds his own boats,
and shoes his own horses.

Most Unwelcome Truth.
The kiss of a pretty girl is always
highly regarded among men, but as
rule, after a man' passes fifty he
would rather have a mess of young
turnip greens. Houston Post.

THE RESERVE
gized as he stood In
the doorway.

The Flip of a
Coin
Br CORONA REMINGTON
I

it.
. .11122,

'

,

by McCluro Newspaper

Syndicate.)

"Just once more. One, two, three,
Count, Evelyn, dear."
Barbara Collingsworth placed the
tired little Angers over the keys and
hummed the tune encouragingly.
"There, that will do," she said a mo
ment later. "Memorize eight more
measures of the 'Flower I'ath' for
Tuesday and tell mamma you've been
very good Uttle girl."
"Oh, wait a second ; I wonder wheth
er there Isn't one puffy niarshinallow
In the candy jar,"
Almost wistfully Barbara watched
.the dancing little figure as, a moment
later, It skipped down the front walk
and out of the gate. Her mother heart
went out to every one of the forty-odchildren In her classes, but Evelyn
was her favorite, her fairy child.
That evening after dinner as Bar.
bara sat reading the paper to her moth
er, her heart gave a sudden Jump as
her eyes scanned an anouncement:
'Newton to Have New Music Teacher.
Next Friday Prof. Raymond Valentine, pupil of the lute Karl Forestor,
will open a studio over Philip's drug
store. Professor Valentine is well1
known In metropolitan music circles
and will
teach the Rnckmahofr.
d

method."
A look of pain stole Into Barbara's
eyes as she glanced at her Invalid
mother and wondered what would happen to her If the forty little boys and
girls flocked over to the new teacher.
Ever since she had graduated at Carson College of Music she had been the
only teacher in Newton, She hud
taught well, she knew that she had,

the parents ware pleased with their

children's progress nnd each spring,
when she gave her pupils' recital at

the

Masonic

the

hall,

whole

town

turned out en masse for the event.
Now this new teacher had come
with all the tricks of the

shirt sleeves

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

In

"The fact is," he continued, uncon
scious of his visitor's embarrassment,
"I was trying to sew on a button and
can't for the life of me figure out how
they do It without swing through.
Gets me," he laughed.
Carefully keeping her buck to the
light Barbara sewed on the button and
She thanked
prayed for composure.
heaven for this chance to pull herself
together.
"But that isn't what I came here
for," she said after a pause, attempt
ing a laugh. "I I came to say that
if you ever need an assistnnt ''
But the mnn did not hear what she
was saying. With a Jerk he had turned
her toward the window and was star
ing at her face.
"Good Lord I Barbara, it can't be
you! You here with me again. Now
I've got you this time. I'll never let
you go."
She struggled for a moment, then
submitted to his. trembling caresses.
"But why are you Raymond Valen
tine?" she asked after a while, her
curiosity reassuring itself. "You used
to be Sydney Thomas when you taught
me In New York.'
"Yes, but I thought I'd rather be
Incog. I'm only here for the winter,
getting over pneumonia. For three
years I've hated every woman on the
globe," he continued, going back to the
subject.
"Oh, Sydney, I never dreamed you
cared so much, and then when you
went out with the Martin violinist girl
I nearly died of jealousy. That was
the end. I gave you up and tried to
forget."
"And to think that I only did it to
bring you around.!'
"Yes, but it doesn't always work
that way," she said quietly. "It more
often makes a load of trouble and mis
understanding."
"And to think that It was actually
a flip of the coin whether I'd go to
this winter.
Newton or Mndlsonvllle
Heads were Newton and tails Madisonville. Heads it was.'
"Why shouldn't Providence overrule
the flipping of a coin as well as the
fall of a sparrow?" asked Barbara

tfoWtJoRBook

GOOD
HIGHWAYS
TO

REGULATE

ROAD

Something to Think About
By F.

TRAFFIC

A. TDALKER

Vary Greatly.

AGAINST THE TIDE

(Prepared by the United States Department
ot Agriculture.)
you on every hand
Regulation of the character and BESETTING
tide which is
,
to
weight of highway traffic
prevent hourly sweeping humans from their
undue Injury to the highway Is an ad. charted course
them Inand
mlnlstratlve matter and cannot be to unknown waters. carrying
properly taken care of by detailed and
The captains of courage who have
arbitrary legislation. This is the con gone before, weathered the treachclusion of the bureau of public roads erous
currents and reached a secure
of the United States Department of
haven, are the only ones who can tell
to
on
based
Agriculture,
experiments
what this opposing tide means
determine the effect of all kinds of you
to the young or the Inexperienced,
traffic on road surfaces and observat.
or the
tions on conditions throughout the
tell you how difficult It
will
They
United States.
moments to keep your
is In
Even In a single state conditions honor trying how hard It Is
to steer
bright;
vary to such an extent that a load away from
temptation or the habit
which may be carried on one road
Of loose thinking; how perplexing It
without Injury may cause untold dum- - Is
shoals when
to avoid the

pass of faith, and though the waters
snarl about you, your frail little boat
will at the end of the Journey find
a friendly, harbor where Truth and
Mercy will welcome you and give you
peace.
Sail on! you who are half dis
couraged because you are not shining In the
riding In au
tomobiles, living In mansions and blaz
ing your name In the Blue Book.
The earth Is reserved for the meek,
and this Inheritance Is for you, for
you who through simple faith are
stemming the .tide and making the
final port!
(S by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
0
Two Evils to Avoid.
Every ambitious man Is a captive
and every covetous one a pauper.
Arabian Proverb.
show-place-

sucking
you should keep cool, hold to the
straight course and exert your ut.
0
most strength.
You may pose for a hero before
the world, but be careful lest the tide
PHI)
pull you under and expose the fraud.
If your colors are false, beware
for the tide knows them.
In spite of Its purring voice and
shining face it Is a restless foe, a
bearer of no tules, a silent destroyer
of ambition and a wrecker of hope
when your star seems to glow the
brightest and you stand puffed up in
conceit before an admiring world.
Alas! for the man who in such a
moment plunges headlong Into the tide
without first reckoning his endurance.
The water Is Icy cold, swift and
treacherous.
How many men do you know who
have gone down In such a plunge,
'
,1,
never again to show their head?
Their pride and pomp, their wealth
Main Highway in Indiana Community.
sank from sight and left only a few
soberly.
age to another. Under the average empty bubbles behind, bursting and
"I believe it does, dear, and what regulatory law thus far made effec disappearing.
tiny, Insignificant events are often the tive, the greatest service has not been
Be honest with yourself, sincere
turnlne nolnts in our lives !"
secured from the best' roads, nor the with others, practice the Golden Rule,
"T.a-tho fl n of a coin, ror in safety of the lesser capacity road- steer your craft
by the unfailing com
stance?" she smiled.
ways assured. The Influence of
coin."
answered
he
a
of
distribu''Like the flip
soils, tire equipment,
tion of load to the wtieels, speed, and UIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
Joyfully.
many other variables Is too complex
ABANDONED MINE HIS HOME to be written Into law.
The seasonal variation alone In the
of the roadbeds, due
Negro Said to Have Lived for Twenty carrying capacity
to moisture conditions, Is one of the
Year in Cave Near trippie
Will M. Maupin
most serious of all the causes of road
Creek, Colo.
theredamage.
Highway authorities
niimiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiirr
In
The cave man of the Rockies has fore must be given wide discretion
OFF TO SCHOOL
been discovered in the hills west of traffic regulation. The bureau urges
of
a
the
as
the
that
solution
of
problem
In
the
person
Cripple Creek, Colo.,
X7E HAVEN'T any "little girl"
n npirni.
years old. tor state highway olflclals of each state
With eyes alight witn glee.
so that traffic
a score of years the negro, a former be given broad powers,
can be regulated to suit conditions as And hair In many a ehtncitigr curl,
stave, has led virtually a Hermit lire,
Her happy heart carefree.
at any particular time.
making his abode In an underground they ejtfst
She started off to school today
tunnel of a hillside facing Mount Pls- And mama's heart is sore ;
eah. two miles west of Cripple Creek. ORGANIC
MATTER IN SANDS 'Our baby's gone," I heard her say;
rock
solid
from
by
blasted
The tunnel,
"Our little girl no more."
some early-dagold prospector, bur
Material Unsuitable for Concrete to
a
distance
mountain
for
Into
the
rows
Be Investigated by Bureau of
"We lost our little girl today.
of more than forty feet. The subterPublic Roads.
With eager, hurrying feet
is
man
cave
ranean home of the aged
She sped with laughter light and gay
dark as a dungeon and only about (Prepared by the United Statu Department
Along the busy street.
or Agncuiiure.j
three feet high Its entire distance. The
Sands unsultuble for concrete on And watching her a mother's eyes
negro does all his cooking over a stone
Grew moist with unshed tears
fire at the entrance to the cave and account of the presence of loam or As backward now her
to be Invesmem'ry flies
has to crawl on his hands and knees other organic matter are
Through quickly vanished years.
of public roads
of
bureau
the
by
the
tigated
light
dark
the
by
passage
into
a cnnille to reach his bed. The cave of the United States Department of
We lost our little girl today.
man says he was born in North Caro Agriculture and methods of treatment
With Ughtly tripping feet
use
safe
to
for
them
make
JNear-ldevised
In
slavery.
lina and was reared
Until recent years It often happened She hurries on ber schoolward way
30 yenrs ago he went West. In the
Far down the city street.
cement
boom days of Cripple Creek he pros that concrete made of good
and apparently good But though the years speed swiftly by
and
pected for a time In the "greatest gold
Into eternity,
sucsund, would disintegrate and become
camp In the world," but had little
In such cases the poor She'll be, however, fast they fly,
cess, and 20 years ago he forsook the worthless.
"My little girl" to me.
of the wicked world" to quality has been attributed to all the
(Copyright By Will M. Maupin.)
8u " iim.
Wnrne Hip orlir nal "Cave Man ol tne uiuereiu imngs
poor concrete.
Montreal Family Herald.
Rockies."
A few years ago laboratory work
ers discovered the effect of organic
Duty.
Bribed by gifts of a new frock, a matter In sand and devised a simple:
doll and a few other test to determine Its presence In harm
Harriet ful quantities. The bureau now hopes
wanted articles,
so that
had consented to serve as flower girl to find methods of treatment
be used. Samples oi
for the wedding of an aunt whom she such sands can
sand from all parts of the country arc
loved dearly. The dny of the wedding
desired and anyone is Invited to send
In
ac
and
came
Harriet,
rehearsuls
In a sample In which the presence ol
cord with Instructions, took her place
matter Is suspected, addressed
In the wedding party; the flower girl organic
nnl the bridesmaids were to walk to the Bureau of Public Roads, Wash WANT WHAT YOU NEED
The wanting habit can grow into a
D. C.
from the vestry door down the center ington,
very bad habit, Indeed, unless you are
aisle to the vestibule 10 meet the oth
TDHILOSOPHERS tell us we can careful to want what you need.
It Is well to remember In this coners, Harriet by this plan leading. Be- ROAD BUILDING IN ARKANSAS
have anything wa want, provided
nection that there are some very Iming a sturdy little maid she travels
we want It enough.
with a quick step and she started the Highway Costing $2,000,000 Just Com
With certain qualifications this Is portant needs that you ought to want
wedding march In an even faster temtrue. It explains why many men get first ot all.
pleted Near Pine Bluff In JefOne of them Is a good reputation.
ferson County.
po than customary. "Oh, no," called
things out of life that thetr friends
her mother, "not so fast, daughter." A
never expected to get. They wanted Another is good health. A third Is
a home.
look of scorn from Harriet and this
A $2,000,000 road has Just been com them, and they got them.
Want these badly enough to get
reply: "Well, the faster I walk the pleted In the Northern Road Improve
In that way for most
things
Getting
quicker I get it over.'
ment district of Arkansas, near Pine people Involves considerable sacrifice. them, nnd confine your wants after
Bluff Including 75 miles of nsphnl'
For example, If a dry goods clerk that to things that are reasonably
Novelist's Bad "Break."
com wants an automobile he may get It, certain to bring happiness.
and
gravel
pavement
Then want as hard as you like, and
Novelists should be careful and ac- paction, from Stuggurt and othei but he will have to skimp pretty heavthey all appreciate for Its esthetic points to the Jefferson county line ily on his clothes and diet If he gets your wanting will not hurt you.
Want what you need and you will
make queer slips. They seem to be Motor trucks will now be able to past It while he still remains a dry goods
be reasonably sure to get It, If you
especially hazy about the moon, which over this highway with heavy londi clerk.
But don't want
enough.
acres or rlc)
they all appreciate for its aesthetic of r,ce from the
It Is for this reason that when you begin youngdon't
need.
It will only
nnd romantic value, but which some lands ln tnat vicinity, affording cheap
It will pay what you
something,
begin
wanting
make you miserable for life, even
of them understand In no other rela er and quicker access to the markets
to want what you need.
you
of your
tion. A recent novel by one of the Plans are now on foot for construct
That will Involve thought, . or none though you attain the object
cleverest of English women writers de Ing a connecting road with Pine Blufl of us know what we need until we desires.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
scribes the heroine as gazing absorbed through Jefferson county.
devote considerable time to reflection
O
at a new moon, "a rim of silver rls
and study.
lug slowly through the trees." As the
men who want new wives,
Thinking of Good Roads.
are
There
new moon alwuys rises when the sur
The fellow who said the longesl when they have perfectly good wives
THE REAL
Is high in the heavens and cannol way round la the shortest way home at home.
TROUBLE
They don't need them, and
be seen at all until, at sunset, It stands must have been thinking of good therefore ought not to want them.
well to the west of the zenith, the her roads as well as other things.
Henry, we'd
There are other men who want
olne had good reason to gaze witt
get along better
when they don't need wealth.
wealth,
if you had more
"wide eyes" at the phenomenon she
Producer to Consumer.
Still other men want steam yachts
will power.
saw. Youth's Companion.
One advantage ln dealing with
when row boats would do them more
No, Martha;
consumer direct Is that when you hav
good, and private swimming pools
we'd get along
Blocked.
established a reputation with a cer when they would get more fun and
better if you
Magistrate The police say Hint you tain article yon can sell him another health out of public baths In the
didn't have so
some
words.
and your wife had
much.
ocean.
Prisoner I had some, but didn't get
Best Remedy for Weeds.
thest things, but
get
may
They
chance to use them. London TitThe best way to fight weeds ln th they will be no better off when they
Bits.
garden Is never to let them get started do get them.
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Her Heart Gave

a

Sudden Jump.

"Studio" and "Rackmahoff
trade.
method" she quoted under her breath.
He would be sure to draw the crowd ;
probably had flowing locks and a for
eign air as well, she mused.
It was with forced enthusiasm that
she went through her work the next
day and the next and the next. By
the end of the week three of her pupils
had stopped and Barbara knew that
the studio and Rackmahoff method
were getting In their deadly work.
Within a month she had lost nearly
thirty of her pupils, and something
had to be done. Her usually happy
face was clouded with worry as she
thought over the situation.
"But what shall I do to keep the pot
boiling?" she asked herself desperately. "Wish we'd never come to Newton. Only $22 In the bank, and this
month's bills not paid. Ten little Injuns sitting on a fence," she quoted
grimly to herself. "Soon there'll be
none, all right."
Into Barbara's eyes there crept the
look of a trapped animal. She must
do something, and do it quickly. Her
mother must not suffer. Somehow she
must try to keep her from realizing
how very serious their situation was.
All night she tossed and thought and
planned and worried, and next morning arose white and determined. After
hurrying through the housework she
put on a heavy veil and went out.
With-se- t
face she made her way to the
nhullo over Philip's drug store, and
ns she felt the blood rushing into her
cheeks she thanked goodness for her
thoughtfulness In putting on the veil.
Outside the door she hesltnted a
Some one
moment before knocking.
Inside was whistling cheerfully, fitfully. When she knocked It stopped
and footsteps approached. What would
he be like? she wondered. Since every
one had tactfully nvoided mentioning
him to her she had hardly heard anything about him. She did not even
know whether he would be young or
old.
I thought
"Oh, I beg your pnrdon.
you were one of the kids." he apolo

plL'htv-seve-

costs a lot to live these days,
More than In days of yore;
But when we come to think ot it
Its worth a great deal more.

girls today
as in Grandmother's time
know a valuable recipe:
"Care for your complexOut-of-do- or
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COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Sex p
The favorite perfumed
soap of three generations.

Chicken Custard.
Cut off every scrap of meat from,
the bones and put them through the
meat grinder. Mix the meat with an
equal measure of cooked rice, season
with salt, pepper and press In a round
form ln the center of a baking dish.
Make a custard, using two eggs, two
tablespoonfuls of flour stirred Into a
little milk and a pint of milk. K
any cooked green peas are at hand
add them. Pour around the loaf and
bake until the custard Is set. Serve

Large site, 1C Medium size, loc
Luiurloui Lett ins
Kenned
f!s

I

v

mWiK

hot.

l

Fish Croquettes.
Take two cupfuls of cold boiled
Peculiar "Freak" of Nature.
By a curious "freak" of nature, In
fish, two cupfuls of mashed potatoes,
sects which are most beautiful when
one tablespoonful of butter,
cupful of hot milk, salt, pepper nnd fully developed, nre often the most
parsley and a teaspoonful of minced repulsive In the grub stage.
onion. Form Into bolls, dip In beaten
D
egg, roll In crumbs and fry In hot fat.
Drain on brown paper.
A
one-ha-

lt

ii

D, 1022,

a

t

Western Newepaper Union.)
O

Couldn't Be.
"Is that one of those salacious sex
novels you ore reading?" asked the
fussy old gentleman.
"My friend," replied the mnn ad
dressed, "haven't you noticed me yawn
ing about every 15 minutes?"

SUSPENDERS
full
Men'i

TMr'iweir or more sruaranteed (TOc and GOc),
Garten (50c) and Hum Supporters (ailniioi,
No rubber to rat from heat or awrtat.
26c),
Bronte Kuitleai Springs give the atretcb.
ASK YOUR DEALER. If he can't supply Too, aend
A

direct, giving deaJer'a name. Accept no aubetitute.
Get the genuine
Look for guarantee
and name on buckle. Write for atory of
Spring Stretch.
STRECH
KarJiMitki JtfMHMttirwi--

SUSPENDER
t

A'lS- -

Wa

I

A

COMPANY
Umt

anef JKkmIJo

Dept. C

Adrian, Mich.

Marriage

In Haste.

"What do you think is the cause ot
so many
"Too many people ore murried be
fore they get sense enough to stay
Miami Herald.
single."
unhappy-marriages?-

SIX I

Sure Relief

f

FOR INDIGESTION

n

6

uo

much-covete- d

d

Uncommon
Sense

BLAKE

It u

Bell-an- s

Hot

water

Sure Relief

DandELL-AN-S

25

75

Packages, Everywhere

Constipation
Relieved Without the Use

of Laxativet
Nujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative
so
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
Doctors prescribe
moving.
Nujol because
it acta like

d

v

IHLi

Chicken Scrapple.
Into a quart of chicken stock, boil
Sea
ing hot, stir a pint of rornmenl.
son to taste nnd cook slowly for a
half hour, then add any bits of cooked
chicken nnd pour Into a mold. When
cold cut In neat slices and fry.

v

burly-burl-

ion with rain water and
a pure soap."

chicken left from din-ner Is not enough to serve again,
a few suggestions for such leftovers
are helpful.
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Lin ic cn

Fragrant and Smooth

It

TIMELY

Highway- Authorities Must Be Given
Wide Discretion a Conditions

Vnur

L

BBS

Copyright

yiOlncR. KWOWS

this

natural

lubricant and
thus replaces
iL Try it to- -

ROMANCE OF WORDS

iday.

"CONFETTI."
literally
SIGNIFYING

this Itnlian
word was originally applied to
s
the small hard
former
ly thrown during the carnival
days in Home, Naples and other
cities in the southern section of
These candles
are
Europe.
known as corlundoll, and the
term "confetti" Is applied to the
cheaper and more popular substitutes hard pellets ubout the
size of a hailstone which are
carried In bags by the masked
revellers and thrown from tin
ladles.
The custom of throwing confetti was introduced into France
several centuries ago, and was
especially popular at the fetes
)
and
of
Mardl-Gra- s
(Shrove Tuesday).
But the French, possibly because they took their pleasure
less seriously than the Italians,
substituted bits of gaily colored
paper for the hard pebbles or
candles, nnd when the custom
was Introduced Into the United
States by the French settlers of
Louisiana and other sections,
confetti wns understood to mean
only the scraps of paper.
The amount of confetti used
ln Paris is apparent from an
account of one of the Mardl-Gra- s
celebrations, when It was
estimated by one of the local
thnt
L500.CKK)
newspapers
pounds were sold during the
three days preceding Ash Wednesday. At an average price
of twenty cents a pound, some
$300,000 wns spent upon this
form of nnuiAement alone.
bon-bon-

ifBRlCANWOTAXATIVElf

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

COLD MEDAL

(Mid-Lent-

(Copyright by the Whe-lecate, Inc.;

r

Syndi-

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles,
Famous since 169$. Take regularly and
keep in good health. In three sizes, all
Guaranteed as represented.
druggists.
Look for the name Gold Medal en arery bos
ana accept no imitanoa
I

Ladies Let Cuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
I

Soap 25c Ointmeat 25 and 50c, Talcai

Gray Hair

25c.

Iioutof fsvahlon;
la unaoceieftar
for yon can bnve
stbUDda.Dk half

of the original
buds by uaiof
Hair Color Rrtorr.-8- l'
as water try It. At all irood drofrglKta. 75 cent.
r direct from
(bin, Mi --A Tern.

W. N. V., DENVER,

NO.
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DURING

RESERVE

THE PAST WEEK

SECORO OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

WESTERN

i:... were killed and sn were
injured when a Northern I'aelflc head-o- n
train, westbound, collided
Willi a switch engine at I'urkwater,
iour miles east of Spokane, ,ush. At
leant three ol the dead and ull of the
injured were trainmen.
Hie which i.urtiully destroyed the
logging CHiup ot the Madera Sugar
fine Lumber Company at Sugur I'lne,
uiNir I'remio, CuliL, Is reported to huve
twa brought under control, though
nllll burning la tne forest nearby, it
the loss muy reuch $1,-- .

four

estimated

,0,000.

Wlllinru T. Cosgrave. minister of local government, was elected president
of the Dull L'lreann by the new parliament nt Its Inaugural session In
A wireless
dispatch to London from
Smyrna reports the surrender of the
town to the Turks, uccording to n Constantinople disputed to the Kxchunge
Telegraph Company.
The Greek losses since the opening
of the campaign are estimated In official advices received In I'urls from Angora at 50,000. Of these 15,000 represent prisoners and
the
remainder
killed und wounded.
The Keichsbunk is prepurlng to Issue paper notes of half million mark
denominations to be reudy in Decem'
ber, It was urned In Berlin. The purpose of thl. issue Is to meet the lurge
money payments fulling due nt the end
of the year.
The abdication of King Constantino
and the resignation of the Trluntufil-luko- s
cabinet are the two uncompromising conditions on which Ellphther-lo- s
Venlzelos will ugree to return to
lireece, It was declured nt the former
Greek premier's headquarters In I'urls.

Complete returns in thu recent prohibition plebiscite in Sweden show
that U30,U5u ballots were polled against
prohibition and 001,003 in favor of the
More than 00 per cent ol
proposal.
the electorate voted. The question of
prohibition In Sweden Is now regarded
as dead lor u generation.
The Muhurrum festival, celebrating
the first month of the Alohuaimeduu
yeur, passed yu.etly ut Calcutta. At
Teilnlpuru, however, a town about
twenty miles from Culcuttu, serious
rioting and clashes between Hindus
and Mohammedans occurred during
the course of u Mohammedan proces
sion when Hindus looted the bazaar.
The negotiations between Ihe Ger
man government and the Ikigiuu a- uuucial delegates have lnllen through,
owing to the impossibility of the liel- gian governments acceptance ot uu
extension of the treasury bills to t
issued by Germany to eighteen mouths
Insteud of six months, iu uccoruuuce
wilh the recent decision of the rep
urutlons commission.

Southwest

net earnings of June, ltL''.
1'rovisiou for advances to farmers
of crop failure ureas of the United
Slates with which to purchase seed
grain was made In a bill Introduced
ly Senator llarreld, Kepublican,
which authorizes the secretary
of agriculture to make loans in lUa
aggregating $000,000. The bill fixes a
limit of 100 that may be advanced to
oy one farmer.
10ur.'H'un countries are buying less
goods In the United States, but are
Helling more to American buyers than
they did last year, the Commerce
baa announced.
Okla-fioui-

warm
weather has
Abnormally
caused considerable damage to the
Nebraska corn crop, uccording to the
weekly crop summitry issued by the
weather bureau ut Lincoln und con
curred In by traveling representatives
of locul bunking Institutions, who huve
been making u survey of the situation.

Eighteen negroes are believed to
huve Leen drowned when a uiotar truck
filled with fans on the way to a base
ball game plunged through a bridge
near HomervUle, Gu. Fourteen bodies
were recovered.

NEW MEXICO

IS NECESSARY

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona
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HOLD THAT OPERATION

IS UNNECESSARY

MRS, HARDING
WIFE

OF

BETTER

PRESIDENT

PASSES

CRISIS AND RECOVERY

"HOW

Washington. The condition of .Mrs.
such that un official bul
letin Issued, sliiled that "unless unforeseen exacerbations arise, all con
sultants feel that the immediate crisis
of the case bus been passed."
This statement was made after con
fidence hud been expressed by attend
ing physicians as her condition con
tinued to improve, that Ihe crisis had
passed.
Definite iinnouneciinnt was made
that no operation would be necessary
ut present.
Dr. Chillies .Mayo of liochester.
Minn., wjio arrived In Washington to
consult with P.rig. Gen. C. F.. Sawyer,
White House physician, and others on
the surgical phase of the case, left for
home and Dr. Curl W. Sawyer also
left Washington. Dr. John M. T. Fin
ney, John Hopkins I niversity special
ist, who participalcd in consultations,
alreadv Ii.nl returned to Baltimore,
leaving Dr. C. K. Sawyer, Dr. George
T. llardiiiL'.
Jr.. of Columbus, the
President's brother, and Dr. Joel T.
P.none, medical officer of the May
flower, the nresblenliiil yacht, in at
lie bedside.
tendance
Dr. Sawyer reported that Mrs. Hurtling was taking liquid nourishment,
was reL'ainin strength unil was ex
ceedingly cheerful.
Askeil hv newspaper men whether
to the
tliore V!,s anv si''llil'icullec
statement In the bulletin that no op
eration would be performed lit present,
Dr. Sawyer said the question ol. an op
eration In be future would be "en
tirely up to Mrs. Harding." Physicians
had not
he added,
in iitrendiinee.
as to whether
a conclusion
one was imperath o.
lie mhled that the "real crisis ill
the diseii" was passed.
Those who have been near the bed
side of the President's wife continued
to praise her highly for the pluck and
fortitude she bud shown.
"The doctors, of course, deserve
some credit." suid Dr. Sawyer, "but
Mrs. Hurtling, to u large extent, Is
herself for the remarkable
wnv she has pulled through a desper
ate illness. She lias been u wonderful
nut en t acceding readily und cheer
every suggestion."
fully
.Mrs. Harding's condition was still
serious thai persons other than mem
bers of Ihe household were not per
milled to isil her bedside.
Dr. Sawyer saitl the President bail
been under a "terrific strain," but had
Asborne up under it remarkably.
surance from Ids physician that bis
wife not only had passed the crisis,
was the
hut continued to Improve,
source of great relief.

(Prepared
As

I

I

Save Peach Pits for Fuel.
Oalithtle. Calif. Oltktlale fruit grow
ers are solving the coal and fuel prob
lem for themselves regardless of the
I
coal und railroad strikes.
hey are
stones from the dry
saving the
ing peaches and Intend to ise them 'n
place of coal this winter. In the past
hundreds of Ions of peach pits have
'one to waste. Some of the fanners
have discovered that the stones wHI
give as intense heat us the best coal.

selves her children were not such.
Cryptic paragraphs in the unusual
testament intimated that In years
Pleasant had told
gone, "Mammy"
aim. Ben or tne assertea presence ot
another woman In the life of Mr.
Bell and that Mrs. Bell had Inyestl- gaieu me rumor aim uiac.ucu .
a iaoricauuu.
"There was no such woman ana no
such relutlons with Mr. Bell," the
will read.
While the will states that Mrs. Bell
Is not the mother of the Ave It does
not divulge their parentage or throw
any additional light on the mystery.
Few persons in San Francisco had
a more spectacular career than old
She was born
"Mammy" Pleasant
In Georgia a slave
and came here
In 1840 with $50,000, realized from the
(tale of Cuban bonds, a part of tne es- of her first husband.
In 1Bfi alih la Mniu4ail tt hava TTIAt
the fumous John Brown In Chatham, a
Canadian city, where she gave him
$30,000 to finance his historic raid on
Harper's Ferry.
She was known here as the friend
nnd adviser of Thomas Bell during the
late years of the Nineteenth century.
Her say In the affairs of the Bell
household continued until 1892, the
venr of his death. She remained In
the employ of Mrs. Bell until 1890.

"

The will of Mrs.
CAN FRANCISCO.
Teresa Bell hag been filed for pro
bate and James M. Wllkens named
executor. Property valued at $004,000
Is listed.
The filing of the curious document Is
the first step In a big legal battle, with
one, and probably two, of the five men
and women disclaimed In Mrs. Bell's
nill as her sons and daughters con
testing the will. Mrs. Muriel Bell
Hoster of Holllster, Cal., one of the
five who always had believed them
selves to he the sons and daughters
of Mrs. Bell, announced she would
contest the will.
Mrs. Bell bequeathed $5 each to the
five and left the remulnder of her
estate to her "cousins," If any were
found, or, In the event no "cousins"
were l'ound, to the state. Mrs. Bell
explained her action by declaring the
Ave who all these years believed them- -
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GET THE

UST TICK"

Valuable Experience Accumu
lated by Scientists Given In
Recent Circular.

e

Harding-wa-

WUA

Much

Now for a Legal tSattle LlVer tflC Willi

Fire Destroys Dan Patch's Old Home

bjr

the United Btetei Department
oi Agrloullure.)

the territory Infested by the

cat--

femuunnj tun Li tu.lt) uuuei uipPressure of eradication work, the dlf- ncuuios in we way or rurtner reauc- -

, tlwk ,
1M
th camDaln wft8 start.,
to gtarve and po,son the
mt rf
exlstence countie8 and gtatea httve
been freed 0, the ln8ect ftt a
,d
t hlf th
cnnta , tlltt
remamln(f tlcky territory and progress.
toward the goal of a
country
will he slower thnn in fl.A nnot
However, those who ara now en.
gaged , cleanln(, UD infegtea countr,
have the advantage of much valuable
experience accumulated by scientists.
veterinarians and local authorities.
while more than 500,000 square miles
made
Were being
tlckless. These
fundamental facts, a knowledge of
which is essential to those taking the
lead In eradication, particularly the ln- spectors, have been gnthered Into a
circular, "How to Get the Last Tick,"
by W. M. MacKellar, one of the
spectors for the United States Departn a hnA
manl f.? im.lnlilli,ra nrhn
years of experience in various Infested
areas.
The circular contains no new formula, no panacea ; It Is classified expert
ence of practical field men put Into
usable form for those who will have
Mnn

nf th.
,

,

tick-fre- e

-

V,
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PAUL, MINN Burning of the
hnrsa fstnhlp nn tlio former AT.
W. Suvnge farm at Savage, Minn.,
with a loss estimated nt $100,000,
marked the passing of a landmark fa

ST.

miliar to harness horsemen throughout
the United States and Canada.
Originally built In 1004 ns a home
for Dan Patch, famous king of the
pacers, the stnble was gradually increased in size until quarters were
available for 300 horses. During the
time Savage operated the farm, from
200 to 250 horses were quartered there,
Including many world's champions.
One of the features was a
Inclosed race track around the stnble.
The covered track was well lighted
with more thnn 3,000 windows, and It
was there that the late M. W.' Savage
trained such famous horses as Dan
Patch, Miner Heir, George Gano nnd
Reno Gan. It was said to have been
the only one of Its kind In the world,
and attracted much attention from all
sections of the globe.
half-mil- e

Luxurious

quarters

were provided

by Mr. Savage for his champions. It
was in this stable that Dan Patch died,
July 11, 1016, Just 32 hours before the
denth of Mr. Savage, Its owner.
Shortly after Mr. Savage died all the
horses were sold at public auction. Recently the stable had been used to
d
Holsteln
house 35 head of

cattle.

The blaze Is said to have started
from spontaneous combustion In al
falfa stored In the lofts.

,,

Largest and Costliest of High Schools of

at St. Paul, stands behind the shelf
what once was a huge earth dump, excavated from one of the numerous
large open pit mines. This dump now
has dwindled to a small pile, scores of
tralnloads of waste having been removed to clear the way for the new
school
Representing the latest In modern
school structures, the Institution was
established at a "moderate" cost, according to architects. They base their
estimates on the cost of the average
MINN. Forest fires
HIBBINO,
from the south. size high schools, which, they say, acGOO students
and run Into
southeast and southwest this full and commodate
u
Ol
a IlllUlOIl UUIUIIS,
CUSl
nan
were
hundreds of men
fighting blazes
The new school has 80 classrooms,
fanned by a strong west wind.
Had the fire got us, the country's an auditorium with a seating capacity
build of 2,500, two gymnasiums, a swimming
largest and costliest
ing would have been destroyed, nib pool, lurge library and study hull,
bing Is the metropolis of the Minne- forge shop, machine shop, laundry, au
sota iron range country and known ns tomobile and gas engine repair shop;
the richest village. The building cost sewing, cooking and millinery departroom for ane
$3,500,000. It will nccommodute 3,500 ments, and nn open-ai- r
students. A Junior college course Is mic children.
Among the features will be a dental
Included In the school.
site at the nnd medical clinic, with a staff of phyLocated on a
nntlota fl, K,.llln U,.m
nnna
southeast corner of the new village
frontage, with three large
site, the mammoth structure, which a
cost half as much as the state cupitol wings In the rear.
high-scho-

Senator Lodge Renominated,
Chicago, - Senator Henry Cubut
Lodge of Massachusetts has been reand Senator Charles h.
niiniiilateil
Townsenil of Michigan Is victorious, on
Ihe face of the returns from those
states. Senator I ownseiitl, who lias
been forced to defend himself against
barges of supporting Senator Newberrv during a hot campaign, has
maintained a substantial lend over bis
nearest oiiiionellt. Herbert V. linker.
l.tulj.
Ill
Massachusetts, Senator
lend
maintained nearly a
Two Chicago giris got
over Joseph Waluer, vvno nan itiaiic an CHICAGO.
out of the railcampaign against Ihe Kepubli
road strike for el'y folks. Josephine
can Incumbent.
Hummel and Marie Shnnuhnn are tellFather Slays Two Girls.
ing about It yet.
Kansas City, .Mo. After hours of se"We weren't ready to come home at
vere grilling at police lienilipinrters all," snld Miss Hummel.
"But when
down
Tony Dinello. IT years old. broke
the word was flashed through ' the
anil confessed, at fling to authori
mountains that the railroad men were
ties, thai be look bolli of bis daugh- striking and that the Overland limited
ters lo the hank of the .Missouri river was to be the last train they let
near here, heat Ihem on the head with through, we decided to sturt for home."
a hummer and threw their bodies into
News of the rail tieup was broadcast
the water. The victims were Flora Di- to them at a ranch near Walden, Colo.
both
T4,
Dinello,
Helen
nello, II. and
Accompanying It was the report that
of whose hodles were found flouting the last train out of the West was to
lu the river.
county.
pull through Laramie, Wyo,, 75 miles
distant, within the next 30 hours.
Ir. YV. G. Kandiill, 411, was shot and
U. S. Sella Wooden Ships.
killed at Florence, Ariz., by .Miss
"The shortest way to Laramie was
Washington The great fleet of across the mountains," explained Miss
Kndniis, 211, a nurse at the Florence hospital. .Miss Knclnas, ufter the wooileii vessels, conceived (luring t lie Shnnahan. "As automobiles can't make
shooting, walked across the street to war us a means of rapidly bridging the the trip, we had to go by stage. It
the court house und surrendered her- Atlantic, wus knocked dt wn ut a pri- was a regular stage coach that we
self to the sheriff. She Is being held vate competitive sale to George D. went In, too, the kind you read about
In Jail pending a hearing.
In story books. We boarded It that
Troy of Sun Francisco. The price
Jack Fenwick, a inijiiiiinlc employed 7."io.l"Hi for I'",!) vessels, all hutwastencon-of evening, and rode all night."
"Next morning," Interrupted Miss
In the Oliver garage ii Lovlngton, N. the entire wood of the fleets
sidered a bargain us evidenced by the Hummel, "when we stopped for water
M., was shot nnd seriously wounded
In front of the home tf T. It. lingers, spirited bidding which rapidly rati the midway between the ranch and Larato
mie, some one told us that the Overwho It Is alleged did Hie shooting. offers from n first hid of .HK!,0(Kl
7."0.0iii, which was accepted by Chalr-ii'uland was traveling ahead of schedule.
Two of the five hullels filed from a
I.asker.
At that our driver begun to race. I'U
plftot entered the hodv of the vnnth.
e
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Iteports reaching farrlzlzo state that

Miguel Montoya, a storekeeper at
was shot and killed . on the
streets of the town.
Figures recently compiled by the
city treasurer shows that Albuquerque
has spent over half a million on lu
paving since the year 1919.
Due to the shortage of coal at the
big furnaces at Pueblo, Colo., manganese operations at the Boston Hill mines
near Silver City have been stopped.
The recovery of $149,000 worth of
notes and bonds. Issued, by the defunct
Bank of Phoenix to creditor banks in
Los Angeles, by the payment of $21,000
In cash, has been announced by Andrew Isautnert, Jr., receiver.
F. J. Kasper of Swlnk, Colo., chief
agriculturist for the Holly Sugar Corporation, recommended at a meeting of
business men at Las Cruces that sugar
beet demonstration planting be continued In the Mesllla Vulley next season.
Plans are being made for the exca
vation of the Aztec ruins south of
Fannlngton, part of the work to be
dune by the University of Denver. An
uuto road will be made to the ruins
and sixteen men and two teams will be
used In the work.
F. C. Sganzlnl, Jr., who was given a
hearing In the court of Judge Schauer
at Gallup, N. II., was assessed a fine
of $100 and costs and sentenced to
serve ninety days In the county Jail,
but the Jail sentence wus suspended,
The charge of carrying a deadly wea
pn wus filed by the district attorney.
Police on both sides of the Interna
tlormi ine llt N0(;illes are searching
for Juun N. Heltram, city treasurer of
Nogules. Sonorn, who is reported to
have disappeared following. the recent
discovery of un alleged shortage of $1,- 402.25 in his accounts. It was report
ed In the Sonora town that the short
age was believed to be ns high us

Kiitb-erln-

y vc

NO OPERATION

News

Women ICepublluiiis of .Montana will
he givtu u voice in the party's cum-oaigby the organization of un auxiliary executive cominittee of women
.ud appointment of a woman us state
m-chairman, according to Joseph D.
of Miles City, chairman of the
untie central commission.
MoiUuuj'S wheal croi ,vlll be over
million
41,000,001) bushels, within a
bushels ot the largest wheat crop ever
grown lu the stutu. The out crop will
tie SO per cent linger thuu last year.
The stale corn crop will be the largest in Us history. This year's wool
will be 1 5,;tiiO,IXMJ pounds.
A Ixis Angeles firm ol attorneys has
served notice of withdrawal from the
defense of Mrs. ( lulu Phillips, Indictbodies have been recovTweniy-liv"hammer murder" ered from Hie coal pit in which lorty
ed for the
of Miss Alhertu .Meadows. No reason (lieu were entombed by uu explosion ut 000.
was given for the lawyers' action,
White Haveu, Laigiuiid. Heavy lulls of
The tax commission will follow Disof (lie public defenders rock i.nd the presence of much gas ure trict Judge Hurry P. Owen's decision
.Mrs.
office recently conferred with
bumpering rescue .squads uud it Is In regard to teachers' puy, J. 10. Saint,
feared the pit will have to be sealed, tax commission chiilrninn, stated when
t'lillllps.
130 workers the commission took up the Torrance
Surgeons from various purls of the as was the case when
Under the deUnited .Slates and Cunada were in at- were lost In u neighboring mine ui county school budget.
cision the highest pay that can be givtendance at halt Lake City at the 1010.
If Great liritain should have the mis- en a teacher In one, two or three-roomeeting of the Utah, Colorado mid
Wyoming Bee turn of the American Colfortune to he engaged in another big rural school Is $110 a month for nine
lege, ot burgeons. Clinics und clinical war, It is safe to predict that uo cases months.
demonstrations were belli at three lo- of "shell shock" will appear among her
The gold strike reported from the
cal hospitals und the surgeons held u list of casualties. "War neurosis" Is United Verde Kxtenslon mine,
near
conference at a locul hotel.
considered to be the best general term. Jerome, Ariz., recently, continues to be
After u search over trie I'nnhiindle "Shell shock" is declared to be wholly a topic of Interest in the Verde district
of Idaho since Aug. 4, Joe Farriri, misleading, because It occurred to pa- While no statement of the extent of
warned In connection with the shoot- tients who had never been even with- the find 1ms been given out us yet, it
Is practically certain, It Is said, that
ing of Joe Mitrsilen, timber cruiser, in lieu ring of a shcllhurst.
was captured in the brush near MerThere wus a considerable loss of life (lie deposit will prove of great value,
rick, Wash. The fugitive had been liv- when thu German steamer lhuiiuionia with the ore growing richer ns the
ing on ferries, fish und herbs ever foundered off Vigo. Confirmation of drift is advanced.
Hiuce Itie shooting, which occurred folchums
How two
tills was obtained when the British
girl
lowing u dispute over money matters. steamer Klnfuuns Castle docked ut tired of convent life und left the InstiUmvole to let go of a live wire he Southampton with iMi of the rescued tution 'through Hie window at night,
Clee-lu"- ,
had grasped In a coal mine n-passengers on buurd. Cuplaln Day, Joined a circus showing In Kl Paso,
Wash., J. Uolieitson ordered his commander of the Kinl'auns Castle, and were rescued In Juarez, wus told
would ut a preliminary hearing given Secun-dlnwon, who had been working with him, said the loss of life possibly
Others on bourd estito ciase his efforts to save him lest reuch eighty.
Dsipilda, part owner of the cirThe circus man
cus, nt I.us Cruces.
the Hon Hliould lose his life. After the mated the dead lit 150.
was held on it .$5,000 bond on a charge
ho Umi been seriously burned In his GENERAL
nomllnt Tbf outcome nf
of
eo Jeav.rn to rescue bis father he ran
trouuewou ui ....Moae i.i. '
th ht.arU, which is to be Tesunied
tar help nad a thirty minutes suc
been resumed, und lon.OOO hard coal
ceeded In having the current turned
slortv
strikers have returned to their w ork
e
off. The father died soon afterward.
In Pennsylvania,
after Idleness oil H' strike of the Lnited Mine W ef- pl's vt America which has been In
WASHINGTON
than five months.
feet nt Gallup, K M., since April 1,
liy h vote of 0 to 3, Senate und
;
Hoy B. Gurvey, 6o, who shot and!,
House conferees refused to sidetrack k l . ed7 b s lather, J. V. Gurvey, an In- - has been culled off by the officials of
i he administration
tariff bill for the surance broker of Kansas City, Mo., Hie district headquarters at I'uehlo,
Colo. The men were Instructed to ' re
, .,
,, ,
ttoldicrs' bonus measure.
ntier lie llliu uiscnuiKeu mm. ueicu o. turn lo work wherever they ctin obKdwin Denby, secretary of the navy Groh, a young stenographer, will be
tain it." Many of the miners, it is
who has been lu San frunclsco for given n preliminary hearing Sept. 3.
have made arrangements to go
several dayH on his way home from .Meanwhile Gurvey Is being held in JalL said,
to some of the eastern states where
the Orient, tins returned to Washing Gurvey retained his unemotional uttl-tude- . the
operators have signed contracts
ton.
with the anion.
Fifty-eigh"1 only want to say that 1 am not, at
t
men, ull but u few oj
all disturbed; that 1 am not worried in whom are union miners of Williamson ' Protection of the town of Hulhrook,
stand Indicted for Ariz., from flood waters of the Little
Hie least way," wus the only comment county, Illinois,
of the mas- Colorado liver bus made necessary an
afteriiiutli
an
the
Attorney Genera! Hurry M. Duugher-tmurder,
iipproprliillon which will Increase taxin Chicago when advised of the mo- sacre of June 2, neur I burin.
es mure than 10 per cent. In accord11.
tion entered in the House by ItopreWllkersoo
Federal Judge James
wntalive Keller, Kepuhllciin, Minne- of Chicago denied the motion of at- ance with the .stale law, In such cases,
Ihe town authorities Imve asked the
i
an effort to impeach the at
sota,
torneys lor the rail strike lenders that State Tax Commission for nn emergentorney general.
the government's bill for a temporary
The river und harbor Improvement Injunction be dismissed. "1 am not cy appropriation of .$L'0,IKI(l.
Mil specifying for projects
According to a report given out by
upon prepared to decide at this time that
which government funds may be spent the bill fulls to set up uny grounds for the poslofl'ice officials some thirty ofwas passed by the Senate after imiend-nicnti- i relief," the court said.
fices in New Mexico will soon he disproviding for federal acqulsl- The entire staff of the Chicago continued. The list follows: I'lutero
llon of the Cape Cod, Mass., und Dis
High School INews, u publication de- In Iterniilillo county; 1 nuiiedo In Camal Hwnmp, Vh'glniu-NortCarolina voted
to the interests of high school tron county; Felix In Cluives county;
canals, had been adopted. The bill
were on strike recently, Center Valley unil West El Paso In
students,
now goes to conference.
demands for pay were Dona Ann county; Hula and Swart In
their
claiming
Earnings of 11)7 trunk railroads
Grunt county; Ihille In Guadalupe
by the lnlerscholustlc PublishIgnored
which operate most of the country's
w hich Is suld to be Jest county; King and Beauty In Lea counCompany,
ing
rail mileage amounted to $OU.iO,UOO
out of high school. ty ; Desco in Lincoln county; Hlncon-nil- u
In July, uccording
to completions J. Curlln, recently
In ' Itio Anilia county;
Henson,
Seven cai repairmen, recently em
made public by the Association of
Kermll anil Valley View In
Garrison,
to deulh, teu men
were
burned
Kxeeulives.
ployed,
estiThis
was
lUillwuy
HoMNovelt
Ciinh Snliiziir
in
mated to indicate un annual return were injured severely und property Sandoval county;
county; Cherry Vale, Park
in
was
fire
by
220,0O0
of
wrought
loss
of
4.04
on
cent
rate
the value of
per
Springs, Tooolole, Triijlllo In Sun Mrailroad properly as tentatively fixed Pittsburgh lu u bunkhouse in the Thir iguel
county ; PoJiiikiuc In Socorro
of
the
street
Pennsylvania
yards
by the Interstate Commerce Commis- tieth
Kant View, Cjimri, Manzuno,
county;
buildthe
uud
swept through
sion und wu sllghlly less than earn- rullroad
Plniiswells and Vurnoy In Torrance
iearly ail
ings recorded for the same month of ing with Incredible tpeed.
county; Patterson In Union county,
1921, and almost $7,000,000 below the the bodies were charred beyond recog
In
Kulle.los und Ken inn
Valencia
nition.
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Such

Cows as
In

inese Are Not' Found
Tlcky Territory.

charge of the work of cieanfiig"up"fhe"
remaining ticky states and counties.
Although It Is designed principally
others who are Interested
in eradication work may get copies by
addressing the Department of Agricul
ture at Washington.
CHANGE PIG PASTURE

,

OFTEN

Healthy Animals Become Infested With
Internal Worms From Feed,
Water and Soil.
The main trouble which hog raisers
have In raising pigs seems to be that
when a trouble, such as worms, getSL.w
started In the lots, they let It spread
too rapidly over the entire herd.
Healthy pigs become Infested with Internal worms from feed, water and
soli which has become Infested by
other pigs having the same trouble.
The logical thing, then, Is to see that
pigs have a 'frequent change of pasture. This Is not so big a problem
lon r,l,nt nt rano
W
There are other desirable points In
having a range of pasture for the
Krowine DIgs. although they can be
raised successfully, and are so raised,
In close quarters If these are kept
clean. Dividing up a pasture and let
ting the pigs run a while In each part
will keep the pigs healthy and give the
pasture a chance to come back when
not In use.
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How the Coyotes Do Howl in Laramie!

SUPERIOR

CORN FOR SILAGE

Can Use to Good Ad
vantage Larger Variety Choice

Some Growers

Shoo

Id

Be Limited.

"Generally the same variety of corn
grown for grain production will prove
satisfactory for silage also," says Prof.
A. C. Arny of the division of farm
crops and farm management, Univer
sity of Minnesota. "However, since It
Is not necessary that corn for good
silage should mature beyond the be
ginning of the dent stage before cutting.
some growers, particularly those lk
the northern part of the state, can use
to advantage a somewhat larger corn
bumped up for this purpose. The choice should
trails, and be limited to varieties which will pro- were going duce ears that reach the beginning
whose bot- - dent stage before killing frosts." -

never forget that ride. We
and down those mountain
twice we thought sure we
over the edges of passes
toms we couldn't see.
We got Into Laramie before midnight, and discovered that our train
was not due until early dawn."
"We passed the night alone In the
station there," Miss Shnnahan picked
up flie story. "Imagine thai. While
the coyotes howled outside, and we
could hear a million queer, prowly
noises, Josephine and I took turns
keeping watch. First she'd sleep
wink. Then I would.'
But the minute the train pulled In
and we were aboard," finished up Miss
Hummel, "we forgot all about the dlscomfltures of the last 24 honrs."

-

.

-

Pigs Grow Vigorously,
clover pasture and skimmed
milk, with a little barley or oats,
pigs grow rangy, strong and rigorous.
They make quick and profitable gains
when turned into the feed lots or corn
fields.
On

Young Pigs on Pasture.
Is seldom If ever profitable ta
force young pigs to subsist on pasture.

It

alone. It is generally more profitable
to feed two pounds or more of corn
per 100 pounds of pigs than to feed
lighter ration.
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"The House

DRUGS and TOILET ARTICLES

Prescriptions
Proprietary Medicines
Typewriter Ribbons
Carbon

armo;
Manicure Sets

4

Nail Polishes
Face Lotiona

STATIONARY and SCHOOL S

Paper

Rouge
Perfumes

Ice Cream
And

Soft Drinks at the Fountain

Ices
Candies

Pipes and Tobacco

Books Pencils

IT Has Been Our Policy to Give 'Always the Best Service
At Prices Equal to Those At El Paso or Other Large Xities
Mailorders Solicited. All Orders Filled and Forwarded
In The Mail Following Receipt of Same.
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RESERVE PICTURE THEATRE
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The Only Picture House in
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ft)
ft)
ft)

own

Big- -i

Mac Leod

"Crooked Trails and

Popular Prices

traight,""Gunsipht
Pass," etc.,
finds

in

cowboy

And also there

is

the girl
.

Every Line

a

that New York

aliords as much excitement as Arizona.

T

A Thrill

Dut you will nnve

a

chance to follow

"Arizona" Lindsay's

adventures in this
new serial story, the
first

Good

installment

of

which will appear in

Serial

Westerns
Every
SATURDAY

DANCING

(

True

I
Detective Stories I
PINKERTON'S
RECORD CASE

Cultyi'iKlil

Closed until Sep. 4th. Labor day. There will be hew
a
.
l m
l .
n
r
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Di'iinn
ji
a
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uie
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serial, i
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Raine, author of
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The

William

The Best Pictures Obtainable.

Inks Tablets

t ALLAN

Reand Up

the County

Tarzan
ft)
ft)
ft)

'

In this new novel by

m
m
in
ft)

1

I

A Street Twelve
Miles Long is the
setting lor

9
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Brushes Nail Files

PAINTS OILS VARNISHES BRUSHES HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE LOCKS

Cigars and Cigarettes

ft
ft)
ft
ft)

Soaps Shampoos
Hair Tonics

by

Th

Wlieeler

Syndicate,

j.
I

Inc

wus no response to the
TliKItK
knocking on the ht'iiv.v
doors of the Adams Express company's building near the end of tho
one
Union stalion,
(Joliimlms (().)
night in the middle of winter. There
stood the train, with the usual hustle
find clamor preparatory to departure,
hul tho, express clerk and Ills assistant had not made their appearance.
Bung! Bung! Hang!
This lime John Urossman, the express messenger, knocked harder than
ever, for It was beginning to dawn
he
in that something must
upon
A moment Inter he tried the
wrong.
knoh of the door. To his amazement
It turned easily and he stepped forward Into utter darkness, stumbling
he
over hoxes and packages until
reached the gas Jet In the center of
the room. Papers and parcels lay
In
wild
confusion all over the
llnor, the door of the safe stood open
and the clerk nnd his assistant were
lying in one corner, In a sort of stupor.
II was evident that the two men
had heen chloroformed the sickening
odor of the drug still pervaded the
room and that the company had lieea
rohlied, In spite of the fact that hundreds of people had heen Just outside
the huildlng all during the evening.
These circumstances, coupled with the
fact that ftO.OOO was missing from the
safe, were all that Allan I'lnkerton
had to work upon when be reached
Columbus the following morning.
The details of the robbery were
directly from John Barker, the
express clerk.
According to Barker, he and his assistant were stretched out on two cots,
is usual about ten o'clock In the eveon
ning, taking a nap before going
Inly on the train which was due to
cave Columbus shortly, after midnight.
"I was nwnkened by what appeared
to be a muflled pounding or pushing
at the door," Barker continued.
"Was the door locked?" Inquired

I'lnkerton.
"It was nnd bolted. I didn't pay
jiny attention to the mutter because,
line we did have $72,000 In the safe
SICJ.iNK) of It In revenue stumps
we had often guarded a good deal
more, and I thought the noise had
been made by some one who had
stumbled against the door In the dark
ness. Then, before I got really awake,
I heard the bolt give, and the next
thing I knew iota jpahad pinioned

my TTfW, TTwr T chught a wnttr vr
something which I recognized as chlo
roform. I struggled, but It was no
use. When I came to, Grossman, the
messenger, was bending over me, and
the whole place looked like a cyclone
The $4n,(KiO in cash
had struck It.
was gone, but they had overlooked
or deliberately left the $32,000 in
stamps."
I'lnkerton made no comment at the
lime, but continued his examination
f the room where' the robbery had
A careful scrutiny of
alien place.
the door revealed two Interesting
facts: The holt had been bent, as if
It bad been In place when the door
was forced, but It was bent far more
than was necessary to secure an entrance to the room, and there were no
scratches or other signs of violence
on the outside of the door.
All the evidence appeared to point
to the fact that the Job had been
handled from the Inside, and 1'lnker-i- .
n Immediately ordered the arrest of
The two
ISnrker and his assistant.
men protested their innocence.
I'pon looking Into Barker's antecedents, I'lnkerton found that the express clerk had a brother living In
Chicago, a man who was reputed to be
quite wealthy and whom Barker stated would willingly go on his ball If
permitted to do so. But the Chicago
brunch of the I'lnkerton agency re
oorled that the other Barker was not
only not wealthy, but wiib prominent
In the life of the underworld.
"Where was this man on tho nlglit
of the Columbus robbery?" Allan I'lnkerton Inquired by wire.
"I'nahle to obtain definite Infornui-tlon,"but he
came back the reply
was not In Chicago."
"Trail htm closely, nnd arrest him
the Instant he attempts to leave the
city," were the telegraphic directions
i

which

followed.

Early the following morning, less
than 30 hours after the crime In Columbus, Henry Barker was arrested
wn
en route to camma, anil
found In the lining of his valise. Later
after havliiK been given a taste of the
famous I'lnkerton "silence cure," he
revealed the hiding place of the other
$'J0,HK) and the details of the whole
affulr, which he had claimed his brothThe scheme was
er had planned.
simplicity Itself. John Barker had
administered chloroform to his sleeping assistant. Then he opened the outside door, admitted his brother, nnd
opetied the safe. After strewing papers nil over the floor, Henry Barker
placed a cloth saturated with chloroform over his brother's nostrils, stuffed
the cash In his pocket nnd left, first
bending liack the holt on the door. Unfortunately, however, he had been a
little too thorough In attending to
this last detail, and had left a clue
which enubled I'lnkerton to start the
two men toward the penitentiary within 48 hours after the discovery of tbt
robbery.
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CARE ESSENTIAL

TO PREVENT LQSSES

n

4

USE DISINFECTANTS

imnV7
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FOR YOUNG CALF
Sanitary Terms
Young Animals Should Be Fed
'
Separately in Stanchions,

The first Important factor In raising
good healthy calves Is breeding, and
i lie second Is the care they receive before maturity.
The proper feeding of the calf begins before it Is born. Cows In a poor
condition give birth to weak calves
that are difficult tt raise. A cow
should be "dried off" lit least six weeks
before calving. When about to "freshen" she should be given a clean stall
to aold danger of Infection. If there

1
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forgotten

Th,r, Is a hill (I.. It. 211) pen,l.
ing In rungr.'sH "to extend the provisions i.f the pension net of May 11,
l'.H2. t.. t!,. ..Ulcers un.t enlisted men
i
t
and other state
..f nil state militia
that rendered service
orijiiiiiznti.ins
fc
lo the I'tiion cause during the Civil
war for a period of '.Ml days or more
Hnil providing pensions fur their widows, minor
children uml dependent parents."
While the Mil was recently under consideration
by the house sitting in committee of the whole,
('. Little of Kansas tnude
Iteprescnlatlve
n interesting speech which opens up tin almost
forgotten hit of American history and the services
of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Kansas cavalry.
Said Mr. Little;
"Mr. I'huirtiinn, between the close of the Civil
war and the beginning of the Spanish wnr In 1808
rh" United .States government enlisted only two
regiments of volunteer cavalry. The gentleman
from Kentucky makes a point of
filler, lie uiu
not wiy what It was, tint I presiinte he menus
do
to
not
that they
the Civil war troops
belong
nor to the Spanish war troops, ami so there Is no
way In (oid's world to take care of them."
Mr. I.angley
What I had in mind win that- this
Is a hill drilling with tin' Civil war legislation, and
itieso men came into the service after the Civil
wnr was over.
Mr. Utile- - Here are two volunteer regiments,
and the only ones in a generation that did not
have a Civil war record or u Spanish
They do not belong to anything. Nobody cares
anything about what happens to them, and the
gentleman makes the point of order. Now, Mr.
Chairman, I will reply to the point of order by
subpoenaing a witness, and let us find out whether
It is right to do anything.
I am rending from the
rtfllclal report of Cen. Ceorge A. Custer:
"The point at which we found the Cheyenne
Tillage was in Texas, on the Sweetwater, about
ten miles west of the stnte line. Iiefore closing
my report I desire to cull the attention of the
major general coinmiindlng to the unvarying good
conduct of this command since It undertook the
march, We started with all the rations and forage that could he obtained, neither stilllflent for
the time for which we have already been out.
First, It became necessary to reduce the amount
of rations; afterwards a still greater reduction
whs necessary; and tonight most of my men made
their suppers from the llesh of mules that have
When
(lied on the inarch today from starvation.
called upon to move In light marching order they
abandoned tents and blankets without a murmur,
although much of the march has been made during the severest winter weather I have experienced in lids latitude.
'The horses and mules of this comuinnd hnve
nutisisted day after day upon nothing but green
cottonwood hark. lairing all these privations the
cheerful
officers and men maintained a mos
Hplrll, and I know not what I admire most, their
gallantry In battle or the patient hut unwavering
persistence and energy with which they have
withstood the many disagreeable ordeals of this
campaign.
"As the term of service of the Nineteenth Kansas cavalry Is approaching Its termination, and I
may not again have the satisfaction of commanding them during active operations, I desire to recommend them ollicers and men to the favorable notice of the commanding general. Serving
on foot, they have marched In a manner and at a
rate that would put some of the regular regiments of Infantry to the blush. Instead of crying
out for empty wagons to transport tliem, each
morning every man marched with his troop, and
what might be taken as an example by some of
the line ollicers of the regular infantry company
officers marched regularly on foot at the head of
their respective companies, and now, when approaching the termination of a march of over
thre hundred miles, on greatly dell dent rations.
I have yet to see the first straggler."
When fien. (leorge A. Custer sends the heroes
of that great organization before you for decent
treatment and recognition, they are met with a
point of order. Is that a good argument against
It? Which lde do they belong to, the Spanish
war or the Civil war? Where are you going to '
down they have never had
put them? From
ny recognition. They have been "unwept,
and unsung" for fifty years. Gentlemen,
here are two regiments.
Kor the first time they
come here and really get the opportunity to ask
for decent treatment, which you are ?oing to give
the militiamen, and they are mot with n point of
order. I hope the gentleman will withdraw Ids
point of order. I do not believe It Is good; but
If It Is, I KtifKest to him that he do this honor
to Onera! f 'niter ami. the two splendid regiments
end let them be treated as you are treating other
1 S
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Here are interesting excerpts from Mr. Little's
address :
f!en. I'hillp II. Sheridan, the greatest cavalry
chief the world ever saw, and one of the greatest
Indian fighters we ever had on the border, said
In his report of November 1, 18G!), that In the
last six years the Jndians along the border had
murdered more than eight hundred men, women
and children. The Seventh United States cavalry
and the Klghteenth and Nineteenth Kansas regiments carried on the campaign against the souths
western Indians the Cheyennes, Apaches,
and the Comunches.
The Eighteenth Kansas
cavalry was organized under a circular of June
21, 18G7, from military headquarters for the Division of Missouri, nud was mustered In at Fort
Marker, Kan., from July 13 to 15, 1807, and mustered out there November 15, 1807. An epidemic
of cholera attacked the Eighteenth Immediately
at Fort Marker and twenty of them died.
Companies IJ and C fought the Cheyenne Indians on Prnlrle Hog creek on August 21 and 22.
Major Amies of the Tenth United States cavalry
commended the ollicers and men In the highest
terms. They preserved the state of Kansas from
furtiier Indian depredations at Unit time. On August 30 MaJ. II. L. Moore of the Eighteenth and
his men fought the same Indians again. This
gentleman was one of my predecessors in the
congress of the United States, having served In
the Fifty-thircongress, and he afterwards served
as commanding officer of the Nineteenth Kansas,
The lieutenbeing lieutenant colonel. I believe.
ant colonels of both the Nineteenth and Twentieth Kansas have served In these halls. The
campaign made by the Eighteenth Kansas in 1807
drove the Indians to winter quarters and left the
frontier settlements of Kansas In comparative
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prisoners, and by a threat of execution that tribe
was forced to report at Fort Cobb, together with
the Comunches and Apaches, and finally Induced
to go on their reservation.
From Fort Cobb the command marched to the
base of the Washita mountains and established
Fort Sill, near Medicine Bluff.
On the 2d ol
March following the Nineteenth Kansas cavalry
and the Seventh United States cavalry, under the
command of General Custer, went In pursuit of
the Cheyennes.
The Cheyenne trail was struck on Salt Fork on
the 0th of March, 1809, und followed to the north
along the eastern edge of the Llano Estacado
until the 20th of March, when the Cheyennes were
caught camped on Sweetwater creek, abeut ten
miles west of the eastern line of Texas. This
march was made practically without transportation or adequate supplies, and for the last few
days the men subsisted on mule meat without

bread or salt.
General Sherdlan. General Custer and Colonel
Moore, with the soldiers of the Eighteenth Kansas, the Nineteenth Knnsas and the Seventh United States and Tenth United States cavalry, rescued the women prisoners from the Indians In the
Texas Panhandle and drove the Indians far Into
the Llano Estacado and preserved southwestern
Kansas for all time, practically,, from Indian assaults. They followed and fought the Indians in
driving storms, at times with no resources but the
buffalo they killed, and the obligations the South-west Is under to them have never really been acknowledged
by the government of the United
States.
The most romantic feature of the campaign was
the rescue of the women from Logan county, Kansas, whom they found In the Panhandle among
the Indians, whom they beat after a fierce fight,
Cnpt. John Q. A. Norton of Lawrence, Kan., who
is credited with marching alone In front of a Confederate battery, told me personally the par
tlculars of that episode, a tale that would do
credit to the pen of a Dumas. As General Custer

peace.

say

in ids

report:

"In obtaining the release of the captive white

women, and that, too, without ransom, the men
of my command, and particularly those of the
Nineteenth Knnsas, who were called Into service
owing to the murders and depredations of which
the capture of these women formed a part, feel
'
more fully repaid for the hardships they hnve endured than if they had survived an overwhelming

victory over the Indians."
KanCol. H. C. Lindsey of the Twenty-seconsas, In the Spnnlsh wnr, was a sergeant major of
the Nineteenth Kansas tinder Colonel Moore. Captain Norton, a soldier of the Civil war, then In
1809 a young lawyer at Lawrence, and an officer
of exceptional courage and capacity and equipment, still lives at Lawrence, one of the foremost
citizens of our great stnte, a soldier and a gentleman of the highest and best type, always gentle,
capable, courageous and chlvalrlc.
The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Kansas were
the only volunteer soldiers that the American
government raised in a third of a century from
1805 to 1898.
They performed a service that had
as many difficulties as any of our veterans. They
made a campaign as romantic and remarkable
as a novelist could depict. They rescued from
the horrors of Indian captivity th3 wives and
daughters of the frontiersmen who made for us
the great West and brought it Into civilization.
In patience for half a century
They nave lived
without any fair or Just expression of apprecla'
tlon by this republic for their excellent services.
All tbnt I ask now Is that you give to them the
same financial consideration that you give to
other soldiers of similar accomplishments and
similar heroism.
d
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Farmers Are Urged to Conserve Their
Wherever
Purebred Bull Calve
Practical Instead of Butchering
Them.

pyf
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The following year the Nineteenth Kansas was
mustered in by companies from October 20 to 29,
180.8, at Topekn, and mustered out at Fort Hays,
Kans., April 18, 1800 organized under authority
of a telegram from the secretary of war to Lieut.
On. William Tecumseh Shermnn, dated October
the regiment
On November li, 1808,
0, 1S08.
moved from Topekn toward the Art:nnsns river,
crossing tit Wichita, marched southwest, and joined
the Seventh United States cavalry near the Junction
of Heaver creek and North Canadian, 112 miles
south of Fort I lodge, at the Camp Supply cantonment. Owing to severe snowstorms and the entanglements of the Cimarron canyons, the regiment readied Camp Supply at the end of the
month. General Sheridan says:
"The regiment lost Its way, and, becoming
in the canyons of the Cimarron and In
the deep snow, It could not make Its way out and
It hud been subsisting
was in a laid fix.
on buffalo for eight or nine days. . . . Officers
and men behaved admirably In the trying condition In which they were placed."
General Sheridan tells of their march down the
Wushltu, and says:
"The snow was still on the ground and the
weather very cold, but the ollicers and men were
very cheerful, although the men had only shelter
tents. We moved due south until we struck the
Wnshltu, near Custer's fight of November 27, having crossed the main Canadian, with the thermometer about 18 degrees below zero. On the
next day we started down the Washita, following
the Indian trail ; but finding so many deep ravines
and canyons I thought we would move out on the
divide, but a blinding snowstorm coming on, and
fearing to get lost with a large command and
and trains of wagons on a treeless prairie without
water, we were forced back to the banks of the
Washita, where we at least could get wood and
water. . . .
The result of this campaign was that Santanta
mi I.one Wolf, chiefs of the Klnwns. were taken
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Condensed

Information. Prepared by
Department of Agriculture for
Those Farmers Who Misunderstand Correct Use.

OF BIG IMPORTANCE

Breeder Should Be Careful to Give
Them Same Amount of Milk at
Same Temperature From Clean
Buckets Every Day.

KNSIONS
fighters!

l)IAJIOjVnAlVIJ

"'minuXiXiiif'Tl

Never Together in Trough.
BREEDING

yon mention
firm lirloiT.

Benefit of Laymen.

1

secured II
tliia iiiipcr when writing

HUSH

Are Explained for

has been any white scours n the place
the navel should be disinfected with
tincture of Iodine immediately after
birth.
Give Calf

First

Milk.

(Prepared by the United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)
Pointing out that an Insecticide Is
not a dependable disinfectant and that
there is a wide difference between an
antiseptic and a deodorant, the United

States Department of Agriculture emphasizes the use of the right preparation In disinfecting premises. Sanitation Is especially Important in
preventing losses from animal diseases,
and, along with attention to cleanliness, disinfectants are frequently necessary, especially after an outbreak of
a contagious disease. Here Is con
densed Information on the subject
prepared as a result of the depart
ment's experience In advlnlng persons
who misunderstand the purpose and
correct use of disinfectants.
The word "Infected" Means con
taminated with or affeued by disease
germs; ' disinfected ' means freed or
disease germs. A "disinfectant" Is a
Irroduct that destroys disease germs
or renders them harmless. An ''antiseptic" Is a substance that prevents
the development and growth of disease
germs, but an antiseptic is not a disinfectant unless it Is capable of destroying disease germs in addition to
preventing their growth.
A disinfectant Is not necessarily an
"Insecticide," for some powerful disinfectants are relatively harmless for
Insects and the best insecticides may
be of little value as disinfectants.
Formaldehyde is one of the most
powerful disinfectants known, but It
Is a very weak Insecticide; and, conversely, hydrocyanic acid Is deadly foi
Insects and all forms of animal life
while it has little power as a germi
cide or disinfectant.
It Is well to
remember also that "deodorants" are
not necessarily disinfectants one de
stroys odors, the other destroys germs.
No single disinfectant is appropriate;
In all cases. Select the proper sub
stance, apply liberally, allow ample
time for the disinfectant to do Its
work, and remember that success depends in large part upon the care and
exactness of the person who prepares
and applies the disinfectant.

HOTELS
Hl.MIMlll, ISIIi & I, ii rimer. Rooms 750
up. Special rates to permanent guests.
MACHINERY. PIPE,

.

The calf must have the first milk
or colostrum, but may be taken from
its mother on the second or third day.
In case the cow should die In calving
or develop disease, like garget or milk
fever, whole milk from another cow
should be substituted, and the calf given two or three tablespoonfuls of
BALED HAY EASILY HANDLED
castor oil.
Whole milk should be fed until the
calf Is two or three weeks old. Skim Space Required for Given Amount Is
milk may be gradually substituted. It
Greatly Reduced and Can Be
Is of the utmost Importance that calves
Shipped More Readily.
he fed the same amount of milk, at
Loose hay is a bulky product and
the same temperature, from clean
buckets, at the same time each day. extremely difficult to handle in large
Never feed enough milk to quite sat- quantities.
Refore the practice of
isfy hunger. Sterilize the milk buckets, which are used for feeding the
calves, each day, the same as the milk

RAILS AND SUPPLIES

We buy and sell. Send us your Inquiries
Co.
The Denver tlletnl A Mnchlner
Offices 13th & Larimer Sts. Warehouse
and yards 1st to 3rd on Larimer, Denver

Winter Garments
Dyed Now
Much Cheaper
The

Model

Cleaners and Dyers
DENVER,

INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

iiiuiiiilcs aiiHwereu uuu
infm million gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm nbove.
oiiiiiit-icui- l

Tax Receipts Fall Off.
Washington Government tax receipts fell off more than $46,000,000 in
July, as compared with the same
month last year, according to the
statement of classified collections issued by the internal revenue bureau.
For the month tax collections totaled
$10G,8S0,T7O, as
against $153,343,217
during July, 1021.
Income and profit tuxes amounting
to $29,743,000 during the month snowed
a decrease of $9,848,000, compared
with July a year ago, while estate
taxes aggregating $4,071,000 declined
by $10,275,000.
Taxes on distilled spirits aggregating $2,684,000 for the month, declined
by $2,811,000 against July, 1921; miscellaneous taxes, such as transportation and amusements, amounting to
$43,443,000, fell off by $27,177,000,
while tobacco taxes aggregating
reflected an Increase of
as agulnst the same month last
year.
We have helped thousands. Let us
help you. Write for catalogue.
Colfax and Corona,

Don't Feed Together.
You can't raise healthy calves by
feeding several of them, of different
sizes, In a trough. It Is economy to
feed calves in stanchions, asserts Geo.
H. Glover of the Colorado Agricultural
college. They will spill less milk and
cannot suck each other's ears, which Is
detrimental. The fat that has been
''''
"
'
removed in skimming may in a measure be substituted by adding a handful
of linseed or cornmeal to each pall of
milk. Calves will begin to eat hay and
grain at an early age, especially If
Baling Hay in Field.
they are In the same pen with older
alves. The main thing in raising pressing hay Into bales became com
Halves Is cleanliness, regularity, and mon It was difficult and expensive to
transport this feed except to the extent
freedom from overfeeding.
of loading it on wagons and hauling
It to a nearby town or city. As a reCATTLE TUBERCULOSIS IN U.S. sult, the matter of supply and demand
was quite largely local, and frequently
Map Made Showing Approximate Perthere was wide variation In prices ofcentage of Animals Infected
fered in different localities.
With Disease.
With the coming of the hay press,
it was possible to put hay into bales,
Tests of thousands of herds through- which were easily handled, greatly reout the country have enabled the ducing the space required for a given
United States Department of Agriculamount of hay, and making It possible
ture to make a map showing the ap- to transport hay for long distances at
proximate percentage of cattle In va- costs which were not prohibitive.
rious states and counties infected with
A recent investigation shows that in
tuberculosis.
some states as many as ten per cent,
In nearly half the country, largely or more, of the farms are equipped
In the South and Southwest, it is with hay-baleand in many cases
shown that less than 1 per cent of the the hay that Is stored and used on the
In other farm is baled because of the Increased
cattle have the disease.
parts of the country the Infection economy in storage and the conruns from 1 to 15 per cent, and In still venience In handling.
Other localities, aggregating more than
50,000 square miles, more than 25 per
FIND NEW RACES OF SKUNKS
cent are believed to be tuberculous.
The figures are based on five years Two
Hitherto Unrecognized
Types
of systematic testing, and should
Been Described by the
Have
In
prove of value
directing eradication
Biological Survey.
work.

tii

Denver,

Colo.

Colorado Roads Excel Those of East,
Denver.
Itoads In Colorado are as
Schu-macke- r,

e

Schu-muck-

Moffat Road Must Reduce Rates.
Officials of the Denver & Salt Lake
(Moffat) Railroad have been ordered
by the State Public Utilities Commission to effect freight rute reductions
on. intrastate shipments and shipments
to Denver in keeping with the reductions demanded several weeks ago by
the Interstate Commerce Commission
on interstate shipments. Mendiers of
the state commission notified the railroad to file with the commission formal notice of the reduced rates on or
before Sept. 17.
.

WORLD

WHEAT CROPS SHORT.'

Figures for United States Show Slight
Decline

in Year.

Washington. The world's wheat
production this year will be less than
it was lust year, but considerably
r
greater than the
average,
to estimates made public by
the Department of Agriculture. Actual estimates and condition reports
from reporting countries Indicate a
yield this year of 3,019,526,000 bushels,
compared with the production last
year of 3,059,590,000, and the 1909-1average of 2,890,353,000 bushels.
Reports from all sources regarding
Russia said crop conditions were fav
orable and would feed the nation this
year, eliminating the need of Imported wheat. Nearly all European coun
tries, however, reported decreases, the
total European production being estimated tit 1,100,991,000 bushels, compared with 1,239,256,000 in 1921 and
r
the
average of 1,275,157,000.
tsntisn India and Japan are expected
to produce 302,847,000 bushels, compared with 282,094,000 last year afflrv
r
the
average of 375,827,000.
pre-wa-

3

Two
hitherto unrecognized geographic races of skunks of the genus
Conepntus, the
type, have
Reports Show 42 Young Men and been described by the biological surWomen, Former Club Members,
vey of the United States Department
Now Community Chiefs.
of Agriculture. This general kind of
skunk ranges for the most part from
Reports to the United States De- southern South America north to
partment of Agriculture show that 42 southern Arizona, where it reaches Its
young men and women, who, as boys northernmost limits. One of the two
and girls, enrolled In club work to new forms, known as the Arizona
Flamea Threaten Chicago Jail.
'earn the best way to raise a pig,
skunk, is found In southern
make bread, or do some other thing, New Mexico and Arizona; the other,
Chicago. Guests from a nearby ho
tre now acting as local leaders of exthe Nelson
skunk, is native tel fled Into the street and prisoners
tension work in their home communito Mexico.
In the county Jail were thrown into a
The fur of the
skunk is panic by a fire which
ties In Colorado. A number of former
destroyed a
not so valuable as that of tne ordinary
club girls are leaders of canning, clothbrick building just north of
black skunk owing to the poorer texing and millinery clubs. A grown-uthe downtown business district. The
boy, now on a farm of his ture nd to the fact that the tall and
This flames threatened surrounding build
own, has been community, chairman much of the back are white.
on crops and live stock and leader of type of skunk Is better equipped for ings at West Klnzle and Clark streets,
the boys' club for two years. A
rooting than others because of the but were finally subdued. The build
team, which won first place greater length and strength of Its ing destroyed is occupied by the S. S.
tit the Colorado state fair, was trained snout, and It Is probably useful lo the Stafford t'omnnnv. Ink
control of certain Insects.
j'he retcr Heer Paper Box Company.
ty a former rlub member.

LEADERS
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EXTENSION WORK

hog-nose- d

pre-wa-
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good as the roads in the Eastern
states, declared Dr. George P.
a member of the Denver Rotary Club. Dr. Schumncker has just
automobile
returned from a
trip through seventeen, of the Eastern
states, and he said that after riding'
over the roads of the other states he
decided that Colorado roads were
good. "I made better time traveling
over Colorado roads than I did In any
of the Eastern states," Dr.
said.
7,000-mll-

cans.

COLO.

1317 BROADWAY,

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

CAR WASHING IS

IMPORTANT TASK
Mud Should Never Be Allowed to

Remain Over Night as It Is
Injurious to Varnish.
USE PLAIN

EVERY-DA-

WATER

Y

Guard Against Excessive Usa of Soap
and Let Hood Alone Until It Has
i
Cooled Go Over Entire Body
With Hose and Sponge.
There Is a proper time to wash an
automobile and the work should be
thoroughly done. If mud Is allowed
to dry on the car It Is harder to get
pff and stains the varnish. Mud should
never be permitted to remain on a car
any longer than absolutely necessary,
by any means not over night. All mud
contains alkali, and In some parts of
the country Is almost clear alkali. Alkali has the same relation to varnish
as muriatic or nitric acid has to steel.
The antidote Is water; Isn't It simple,
water right out the
plain every-datap.
If one 'expects to keep a fine car
looking fine he must be willing to flush
off the mud at night no matter how
late It Is; the work need not take
more than half an hour and the work
can be done thoroughly In the morning.
'
The'chlef faults to guard against are
the excessive use of sonp, using wnter
with too much force, and washing the
hood before It Is cooled.
? In the old
days no coachman would
permit a fine carriage to go unwashed
no matter how late he came into the
stable at night. You must treat an automobile the same way If you reach
the same standard thnt the
coachman reached.
Soap Injures Varnish.
'
There are two things that should
be remembered.
First, that soap, gasoline, or anything like them Intended
to cut. grease, will attack varnish if
allowed to stand on the car, because
oil Is an important pnrt of varnish.
Second, hot water takes the lustre
from varnish.
First of all a car should not 'he
washed out In the sun, because the
sun will dry off the water too quickly,
leaving water marks; choose a shady
place wlih plenty of light.
.'Dissolve a little good soap In a pall
of water so ns to make a soap solution. Have a soft carriage sponge
ready. Start with the right hand front
wheel and the under side of the fender and that part of the chassis nearby. Let the water flow from the hose
in a gentle stream so that It will carry
about six Inches from the end of the
hose. Go over the wheels, etc., first
with wnter from a hose. Most of the
mud will come off. There may be road
oil or machine oil, which requires
soap. In thnt case put some of the
soapy water on these parts, sopping It
y

on freely.

After that has been done start right
In with a hose nnd sponge and wash
off. Don't let the soapy water stand
more than five minutes on the varnish.
Now wash off thoroughly with clean
water because all of the mud and
grease should have come off by this
time.. Leave It alone to dry. Thnt comfront part of the
pletes the right-hanchassis, and the same work should he
done on the three other wheels and
adjacent parts. That completes the
work on the chassis.
'
:
Use Hose and Sponge.
Take another clean sponge and with
the water still flowing gently from the
front of
hose start at the left-han- d
the body and flow all the dust off.
There will be no need for soup because
machine oil or road oil is never spattered on the body. After flowing the
water on,. then go over the entire body
again with a hose and a wet sponge
and wash It. do entirely around the
car, Including the top of the fender
to the left side, but don't wet the hood,
It may still be warm.
'Now all the dirt has been flowed
off and the sponge should be squeezed
as dry as possible and all the water
remaining on mouldings or In crevices
ishofild be picked
all that is done, wash the hood
and the top of the radiator. There
oil
may be some spatters of machine
on the hood and If there are use a
little soap locally, washing It off soon
after It Is put on.' In any case, don't
let the water stand more than five
beminutes on the hood because It lias
come heated by the engine and the lustre will be damaged.

FRILLS

You Auto Know
That a simple test of whether
the carburetor is properly
Is to run for a short distance say a quarter of a mile
with the throttle practically
closed. Then, picking a space
where the roadway Is clear, step
sharply upon the accelerator,
thus opening the throttle wide.
If the cnr speeds up smoothly
and rapidly, there Is nothing
wrong with the carburetor. But
is slow, this Is an
If the pick-u- p
Indication that the mixture of
gasoline and air Is too rich. If
the engine splutters, spits and
,
the mixture is too
lean a condition which can be
temporarily remedied by the use
of the "choker" or priming lever
on the dashboard. In either case,
It Is advisable to have the carburetor adjusted as soon us possible, for, until this Is done, the
car will not develop the power
which It should. This adjustment, however, should be han-- '
died by an expert, for "monkeying with the carburetor" has
probably been the cause of more
engine trouble than any other
single piece of amateur experimenting.
back-tires-

(Copyrisht,

1922,
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MOTOR LUBRICATING SYSTEM
Invention of Florida Man Insures
Proper Distribution and Application of Lubricant.
The Scientific American in illustrat
ing and describing a
lubricating system, the Invention of
P. H. Gaskins of Jacksonville, Flo.,
says : "The Invention relates to lubrl- motor-vehic-

0

5

-

Lubricating

That the revived Interest In lingerie
Mouses is not a fleeting one Is proved
by the consideration given them by

Fortune In Scrap Iron.
Charles Perrott has just appeared
before a I'aris court charged with concealing $180,000 war profits to escape
When war broke oat he
taxation.
small (life at Saint Denis, his
kept
wife attending to that while he peddled with a handcart. He bought scrap
Iron, and made so much money that
he paid $0,400,000 for the war stock
of the American camp at Itoinorantille.

n

old-tim-

g
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This beautiful coat frock In pewter
gray cloth, one of the latest In fash- Ions from abroad, is embroidered with
steel studs with fastenings of rose
crepe de chine.
blouse bold a prominent place In fash
Ions for so many years.
The popularity of the tailored suit
for full has created n demand not only
for blouses of the frilly sort, but has
brought Into favor the vest blouse n
well as silk, chiffon jinrl luce blouse
of a dressy character, which, when
e
suit
worn with a plain

transforms

It

Into an afternoon

cos-

Pongee, Lace, Dotted Swiss, Organdies

and

Flush the radiator occasionally.
Drain the vacuum tank of impurities.
In-

Make sure the jack Is secure and in
working order before attempting to

A driver of an automobile should
never pass a vehicle proceeding In
the same direction unless the road
side Is clear
'ahead on the
for at least 100 yards.

rim iihi8tiHnn. the "Kuliii" was invented und
Inhabitants of London
made in Paris and now Is startling the staid and stolid
as it runs through the streets of the big metropolis.
revolv:
engine Is geared to a small airplane propeller
The
has a long taper to avoid drift.
the
while
body
circular
a
guard,
ing within

St Louis

Woman Relieved by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
St Louis, Mo. "I was bothered
and

with cramps and pains every month
had oacxacne ana
had to go to bed as I
could not work. Mr
mother and my
whole familyalways
r
's
took Lydia E.

P"SB

Pink-ham-

Vegetable)

Compound

for

such

troubles and they
induced me to try it
and it has helped mo
very much. 1 don't
have cramps any

more, and I can do
my housework all through the month.
I recommend your Vegetable Compound

to my friends for female troubles."
Mrs. Della Scholz, 1412 Salisbury
Street, St Louis, Mo.
Just think for a moment Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound baa
been in use for nearly fifty years. It is
prepared from medicinal plants, by the)
Down
Time
of
utmost
Cutting
Apprenticeship.
pharmaceutical skill, and supeThe Industrial association of Sun rior methods. The ingredients thus
in the Compound correct the
Francisco, Cnl., has sturted a school of combined
conditions which cause such annoying
apprentices with some novel features.
as had been troubling Mrs.
The boys have been divided Into three symptoms
Scholz. The Vegetable Compound exerbechisses and one class moves along
cises a restorative influence of the most
hind the other. The first two weeks desirable character, correcting the trouwill be spent in school nfter which ble in a gentle but efficient manner.
they will be put to work as assistant This is noted, by the disappearance, one
of the disagreeable
helpers for four weeks nfter which Bfter another,
they will return to school and so on symptoms.
during the term of their apprenticePARKER'S
In this manner of alternating
ship.
HAIR BALSAM
the school and shop experience it Is
Remove
Restores loi-iand
anticipated thnt from 12 to 18 months
Baauly to Gray and Faded Haiti
will be saved and the boys will be
tut'. ami ..wai iTiii'iriM.
fTlwni Chrm. WrB. l':ttt:h'f IK'.N. T
plumbers In two and u half
Rntiovni lm.
or three years Instead of four. The
ate., a topi all ialo, tniirts comfort to ttia
Iftu.
y mail or at Drug
fert, makfi walking
apprentices will he paid for the time CitU.
Work. 'a Mm true. N. T
Jllscox Chinlr-nthey are at work, but not for the time
I

nt school.
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lllackstone "Is your wife still reWebster "If you mean my
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Special Care of Baby.

a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet It
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
That Baby
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Silk Hand Bags.
Silk hand bugs seem ngain to be
Embroidery, pipings and an inverted replacing those of leather. I'.lne and
plait of contrasting color strike one liluck moire are popular materials.
as Interesting In this smart frock for These are frequently mounted with
silver and Jeweled frames.
the
girl.
made of two sections that join nt the
shoulders. Of course, these mark the
bateau neckline, from which we are
Paris Started the Vogue and Amerigetting away in our frocks, but they
can Women Accept the Mode
most
al tractive.
lire, nevertheless,
With Enthusiasm.
They are called bertha collars, und,
tlx; line Ihey emphasize Is
This seems to be u season of lin- perhaps
more the Victorian
now
is
It
At
least,
gerie neckwear.
line than the newer bateau.
quite possible always to have a lin
It Is quite usual for cuffs, of the
gerle collar between the neck und the deep moiisqueluii-style particularly,
frock. And at the same time to look
to go Willi the new collars. The cuffs
smart. This Is a condition some worn
of course, treated like the collars,
en have been hoping for for a long are,
trimmed with embroidery, luce or
time, says a fashion authority.
. Tarls started the vogue. And Americans accept It with more thun their
For Saucy Faces,
usual enthusiasm for a new dictate
Tonkinese lints with conical crowns
of Paris. For, as n nation, we have
worn by petite young tilings
always liked the washable collar, lire being
with the saucy type of face. Regretcrisp and cool and fresh, next our
To be sure, we took to the tably enough, they are occasionally
skin.
collurless frock, because we ulways being worn by the chubby type, which
take to the fashion, eventually, what- should shun the Tonkinese ns It ought
These pert
ever It may be, that Paris launches. to shun the sweetmeat.
ISut It was a long time before most new huts urs of straw and extremely
of us could bring ourselves to feel good for summer wear because they
comfortable without some sort of crown the head so thoroughly. Latter-daTonkinese shapes are much larger
light, wnsluihle collar between our
than those of an earlier type. Some
skins and the world.
crown are nine or ten inches
So do we go back to the washable of the
j
collar with well, almost with grati- round.
tude. We welcome It with open arms,
Landscape Hats.
und'nre ready to Invest much of our
If you luive a hut of white satin or
dress allowance In this dainty accesof sutln In liny pule sliude, It Is proper
sory.
Batiste, net, organdie, linen, geor to get out ym puint tiox ami decorate
gette, crepe de chine, nnd various cot- It with a bit of landscape. Two such
ton materials nre all used in nec- liats have been seen on the Board
kwearnot to forget a sort of eponge, Walk at Atlantic City, N. J. One was
muterlal white, with a rolling bit of pule blue
a heavier, rough-surfuce- d
hills In front und a fine stretch of
which Paris is sponsoring.
Some of the neckwear is elaborately daisy meadows all around the rest of
some shows an edging the crown. The other hut was pale
embroidered,
pink and ornamented with ranks of
of valenclennes lace.
There are some fascinating collars tiny durk green pine trees.
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off a wheel.

When working around the engine
care should be exercised la the use of
the machinist's hammer," which forms
a part of the tool equipment of every
automobile.

Being Used,

Don't Spoil the Ftock.
The most churmlng little dress may
be utterly ruined so far as style Is
concerned If It Is cut too long. If one
feels that these dresses must be cut
long enough to take care of shrinkage.
put a tuck in lie under side of the
hem. That will solve tne promem.

Extra tires not In use on the car
should be stored In a cool, durk, dry
place.

THE LINGERIE

AND BACKACHE

California
(U.S. beaut)
Berkeley
Rending maketh a full man, conferBeing pleased with yourself Is a
man
Ono
an
JACK
man
HANDY
havl
a
not
and
ence
mind
for
Intended
changes
of
condition
writing
ready
rarks. boxea. etc., from trrountl onto wrkom
exact man. Francis Bacon.
dress parade.
P. LOVEMNU,
Fremont. Nfbi.
anil off.

attractive piijama garment recently
seen featured blui: linen for the
part with long sniddt of blue
and white (lotted Swiss.

IN

CRUMPS, PAINS

I

Triumph in Right Beginnings.
In contemplation If n man begin
with certainties, he shall end In
doubts, but If he will be content to
begin with doubts, he shell end In
certainties. Bacon.

Pongee, either In natural color or
dved, miuos a good looking and serv
iceable negligee with a lilt of embroidery in self or contrasting color con
stitutlng the trimming.
I.nce plays an important role In the
of the more elaborate
development
boudoir garments. Sometimes a lace
cont will top n plain slip or pajamas
of silk, nnd again a straight, chemise-lik- e
negligee may he made of panels
of lace and panels o. t.ccordlon-plaltechilTon or other sheer silk.
Boudoir garments for vviirm weatli
er wear are made of dotted Swiss,
bright flowered organdie nnd other
sheer cotton nnd linen materials. An

Keep the engine clean.

When a spotlight Is used on the
windshield post of a car, its rays
should he focused to strike the road
Immediately In front of the right hand
fender.

Sheer Materials

Other
Are

5GDSSIP,

Don't carry spare tubes loosely In
the tool box or under the sent ; keep
them In the special tube lings or wrap
them carefully in soft cloth.

The Cutlcura Toilet Trio.
navlng cleared your skin keep It clear
by making Cutlcurn your every-datoilet preparations. The Soap to cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perNo toilet table Is complete
fume.
without them, Advertisement.

Recently two newspaper correspondents were sent to the coal fields in
Clay county, where niurtliil law has
been declared, and In the evening they
wandered to u small village near the
fields In an effort to find some entertainment.
After walking up nnd down Main
street several times, the correspondents sighted a public drinking fountain. It was then nine o'clock. On examination they found thnt the drinking fountains had been locked by the
town official for the night. Then
they headed for a drug store and
found the proprietor locking up for
the night. On Inquiry they were told
that "it is past nine o'clock."
One correspondent snlfl to the other:
"Well, Mack, do yon suppose the hotel
Is closed for the night?"
"I don't know," the other replied,
"but I think we hnd better get to bed
before they move the curbstohes In."
Indianapolis Xevvs.

GARMENTS FOR THE BOUDOIR

AUTOMOBILE

Keep a careful record of the number of miles run, and compare It with
the records of each month pnst for
gasoline and tires,

Evidently No Place for
Individual Accustomed to the
City's Bright Lights.
Town

Small

GIRL

eating systems especially adapted for
motor vehicles. The object Is to provide a system which Insures a proper
distribution and application of lubricant to the various elements such as
the chassis, springs, steering median,
isnv and other mechanism nnd elements thereof, nnd Is especially adapted to utilize the forces presented by
the exhaust of the power plant of the
vehicle.

take

Thousands of frail, nervous people
and convalescents everywhere have
testified to the remnrkable power of
Tanlac In bringing back their health,
It
strength and working efficiency.
seems to quickly Invigorate the constitution, and Is a powerful foe of weakness. Mrs. George G. Owen, of Salem,
Oregon, says:
"My nerves were upset nnd the little
I ate wasn't enough to keep up my
strength, so I lost weight and became
so weak It seemed I had no energy at
all. Tanlac restored my health completely, and I gained twelve pounds In
weight."
There Is not a single portion of the
body that is not benefited by the helpful action of Tanlac. It enable the
stomach to turn food into healthy
blood, bone and muscle, purifies the
lystem und helps you back to normal
Get a bottle today at any
weight.
food druggist. Advertisement.

Fashions.

the world's greatest dressmakers,
notes a fashion writer In the New
Vork Tribune.
Models showing all
sorts of Interesting variations of the
lingerie blouse are shown.
There are women who consider a
touch of white nt the neck of their
coats smart, nnd others who do not.
Individual tastes muy differ in this
matter, so far ns style Is concerned,
but opinion cannot be divided as to
the becomlngness of a frilly blouse
with a tailored coat.
It Is lamentable that such a charming fashion should for the last few
years have been considered provincial,
and It Is quite delightful to see the
frilled collar of organdie, sheer linen
nnd dimity again appearing with the
smartest of
coats. Nothe
ing Is more becoming thnn the
navy blue suit accompanied by
n white lingerie blouse. From nil indications we are about to witness n
return of this youthful nnd becoming
style.
Frills . re much in evidence on the
new blouses. Even the Russinn blouse
has depnrted from the ways of Its
progenitors and has taken unto itself
frills. There are blouses of fine white
pique with high Russian collars
over to one side nnd having
smart Jabot frills of linen.
The frilled blmige gives nn opportunity for the revival of some delightful old fashions. It means the
renaissance of various types of collars
made famous In history. It .means the
revival of lovely old lnces as trimmings for these collars.
Designers nnd manufacturers are
working to the utmost of their capacity crentlng models embodying the
characteristics thnt made the frilled

BELIEVED IN "EARLY TO BED"

Tanlac

Opportunity for Revival
of Some of the Delightful
Old

Whole System Is
Benefited by

Plan Gives

System.

Grease the wheel bearings at
tervals.

GRAY

Lingerie Blouses Again Demand
Milady's Attention.

FOR THE
Motor-Vehicl- e

FAVOR

FEWIER

tume.

AUTO WITH AIRPLANE PROPELLER

tn

IN

COAT FROCK IN

NEW MEXICO

SHOULD

grown-up- s.
READ THE

GENUINE

Mi

should have

BOOKLET

1$ AROUND

EVERY BOTTLE

Of

FLETCHER'S

CAST0RIA

CASTOR A ALWAYS
I

W M

n n InrfrtfifY

THAT

Bears the Signature of

MIT- -

'I

NECKWEAR

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

p!U
MARSHAL FOCH'S

THE CtNTAUM COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY.

Gives Cheerful New Color Tone to Old Curtains

FIRST PIPE

French General Discarded Cigarettes
When Great Offensive Against
German

dyes or tints as you wish

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Enemy Began.

The truth about Foeh's famous pipe

enme out also on the Metz trip. It was
on the way home, and the marshal was

dining In M. Poincare's private car.
After dinner the prime minister enld:
Pray smoke your pipe if you like, mar
shal." The soldier pulled a beautiful
case, containing two handsome pipes,
from his pocket. As the chief of state
commented on their beauty, he said
they were given to him by a group of
American artists. ,.
"Have you been smoking a pipe fur
long?" asked Polncare.
"My first pipe wns on - July IS,
'

Didn't Want to Talk.
d
In the smoking room of nn
car the other evening there
were two men one of them grouchy,
After smoking
the other receptive.
two indifferent cigars the lutter said
to the former:
"How far are you going?"
"Buffalo," acknowledged the other,
taken off his guard.
"Is that so? Well, Buffalo Is n great
town.
1 have a cousin living there
and I've been there myself several
times.
Er what are you going to do
in Buffalo?"
Herald
Chicago
"Change cars."
and Examiner.

fr.
one

Well Supplied.

Samuel McOaughey

sends this

:

Balloon Steering.
Drifting for miles In a free balloon
might seem to offer little prospect for
a landing again on your own doorstep.
But an accommodating air current and
a little head work turned this trick tot
Junius P. Smith, of the army air service, at Langley field, Virginia. His
r
experience Is unique In
work. Carried off In one direction by
the wind, the aeronaut ascended until
he struck a calm. Figuring thnt the
calm wns caused by two strong air
currents moving In opposite directions, he threw out ballast, rose ahovs
the calm, caught the current moving
swiftly In the direction opposite and
returned to his starting point.
llghter-tlmn-al-

Onll not that man wretched who,
he suffers, has a child to
love.

whate'er

"We are living 'hard hy' Acton,
has- - several churches.
Mary
The teeth of the harlequin snake
daughter, lins
June, our
been in several kid entertainments la nre arranged like those of a cat.
the various churches. The ether day
one of our friends asked her to which
Her answer
church she belonged.
Have Strong. Healthy
was, 'I am half Presbyterian, Imlf
Ken,
lye: . if they
: c
r lire,
fouiurc
u ouic,
ur Durn,
FOR (vvw J
Baptist and half Catholic."'
Inflamed
or
News.
.JL.7y'ire Irritated.
TUUR LYLjGranulated. use Murine
often. Soothas, Kafreshcs. Safe for
Early to Iwd and early to rise, gives Infant or Adult. At all Druggists. Write for
Spirit messages at a seance are
you a grip tliut you can't analyze.
listened to with rapped attention.
Free Eye Book. Hoint Er Sway 0., CUac
1018."

-

"The very day you began the offensive that led to victory?" exclaimed
Polncare.
"Yes. The cigarettes were fearful
at the time, so I took to the pipe, like
everybody else."
And that Is the true story of the famous "peace pipe" of Marshal Foch, If
we can trust Le Slfflet.

which

'

Indian-apoll-

s

IS

v-

REGULAR SESSION of the
held the 4th. day
Precinct No; 22, AragotuJ. R. ProDate Court,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION Milligan, Mrs. Maria F. Aragon, of Sept. 1922.
Florencio Jiron, Probate Judge
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Abb Alexander.
Steve Baca, deputy sheriff A.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at. Lai
Precinct No. 26, Bursum. f. Chavez, County Clerk. The
Oruces, New Meiico. August 19. 1922. Damacio
H. T. court was called to order at 10
Gutierrez,
NOTICE ia hereby given that Joseph
May berry, Bi a Birmingham.
o'clock a. m. and rete-seuntil
.1. Beatty, of Greens Gap, New Maxieo
PrecincUNo.- 32, Mangas, Tuesday September 5th. 10 a. m.
who, on September 20,' 1921, mad
Filimon The Court met as per recessed
Homestead Entry, No 018647,; for Manuel Zamora, Mrs.
alt present as btfore, 1st order of
M.:
Baca.
vVJ SEi; El SWi Section 11; SEJ
Jose
Baca,
Nil;
tne court issued two
IiJ SEJ; WJ EJ; SI NWJ; NEJ NWJ
Precinct No', 34; Reserve J. R. uusiness,
claims against
approving
jrders
Section 14; SEJ NEl.Section 15
C.
Gaunt, Mrs. L A. Jessen J.
W.
AnUtus
J.
Estate. Claim
3 S. Range 12 W. N. M. P. Scott.
-

-

-

Town-hi-

Protection
You not only protect your

savings, but you get paid for
doing so when you have
account at this bank.

a savings

Money that'sidle meansmoney
wasted. Put your saving to work
and watch the interest grow.
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for

you and relieve
you of all the
banking worries.
Safety-Honesty-Cou-

Service

rtesy

122.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
JEPARfMENT OF THE INTERIOR
J. S. Land Office at Las Ciuces, New
vieiico. September 13, 1922,
NOTICE is hereby given that
imes Alfred Bruet, of Luna, New
Vlexico, who on May 15, 1919, made
imestead Entry, No. 018735 for SI
Section 23 Township 4
MEJ; NJ SEi,
i. Range 20 W. N. M. P. Meridian
h is tiled notice of intention to make
il'ial three year Proof, to establish
;luim to the land above described, before
f. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner at
'serve. New Mexico, on the 1st day
if November, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:

Perry Hedrick, J. P. Nichols, W.
Eanes. and A. W, Wilthanks of
S;iur Lake, New Mexico.

1

t LIS
t t
-

VYiiUJN

xmiirv
IMlilJJ

Of anything in the line ot

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
give us a trial.

T.

C.

Turk,

Reserve, New Mexico

Nemecia Ascarate,"
Register.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 21

N'OTICE

OF PUBLICATION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces,
Vew Mexico. September 14, 1922,
NOTICE is hereby given that
Claud Byrum.of Mogollon, New Mexico
vho on August 17. 1920, made Home
itead Entry, No. 019461, for Lot 17
NEJ SEJ Section 1, T. 11 S., R. 20 W
Lots 20 and 21 Section 6, Township 11
S.
Range 19 W. N. M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year Proof, to establish cltdm
to the land above described, before
S. Commissioner,
T. C. Turk, U.
at
Reserve New Mexico on the 3rd day of
November 1922,
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. Kelly, Thomas Dickie,
Hickson, of Mogollon, New

H

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,

Lathe Work

Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.
Oxy-Acetyle-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
A. G. HILL, Manager.

Phone No. 3

MODERN,
STEAM HEATED
HOT and COLD RUNNING jWATER

Note! Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dininp; Room Serviice

MAKE IT

YLMOMJJVHjr.K

IN MAODALENA

When In Magdalena

j
Call atthe Borrowdale Barber
Shop j
for first class work.
Pete Castanos Prop.

Cleve

Mexico.
L. M.

Ross, of Glenwood New Mexico.

Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 21

SPECIAL SESSION OF THE
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
CATRON
OF
COUNTY
MET THIS
FIFTH DAY OF
SEPTEMBER A. D. 1922.
BOARD

There being present Mr. S. J.
Kidder, W. J, Jones, Steve Baca,
Deputy Sheriff. A. T. Chavez,
County Clerk.
A petition was presented to the
board signed by sixty qualified
voters of Glenwood asking the
cretit'on of a new voting precinct
at Glenwood. New Mexico.
BE IT RE- RESOLUTION:
0LV LD, That we the board of
lounty Commissioners of Catron
County New Mexico having considered said petition, have this
lay granted said voting precinct
triil therefore do create a new
will
which
voting precinct,
Mnbr ace the same area as their
School District now has.
The Board named the following Judges of Registration in the
various precincts to duly register
all qualified
voters in Catron
County, which will be entitled to
vote on the next general election which will be held November
7th., 1922. The following judges
were named.
Precinct No. 6 Salt Lake. Mrs.
John T, Vox, Fidel Armijo, Ben
Kemp.
Precinct No. 10. Alma, J. T.
Allred Mrs Hugh McKeen, Joe

IN THE PROBATE COURT
J? OR
WITHIN ' AND
THE
XJUNTY OF CATRON,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
In the matter of the Estate of
.vlahalah Ann. Graham.

Petition for appointment of
Greena Gap, M. M Green, Mr t
Administrator.
Casey, C. A. Catner.
Come now the heira and
G
Indian Peak, Robert A ke, petitions the court
W.'Evana Jr., Mrs. D, A. Moore- that Abb Alexander
be appointed
'
Trinchera; D. H., Goesling, administrator of the estate ol
Mrs. W. S.Newton E.L.McPhaui iVlahalah Ann Graham, deceased,
nd for
for said petition
Spur Lake; J. I. Davia, Sani tates; grounds
Richards6n.
Combee, Mrs. W.
1. That petitioner is a resident
Glenwood. George York Daii
Higgins, Mrs. Louis Jones.
jf the County of Catron ami
itate of New Mexico, and that
The ' board then adjourned (lis post office address is
Aragon
until the next Tegular meeting New Mexico, in said county
and
or subject to the call of the Chair
state,
man,
2. That Mahalah Ann Graham,
ate of the County of Catron,
Attested, Ai T. Chavez
late of New Mexico, died in
Catron County, New Mexico, on
County Clerk.
r about the 23th dav of July
--

EDITOR AND GENERAL

MANAGER..---

at the Gaunt Huildiug, Reserve, New Mexico,
matter at the postetliee at Reserve New Mexico,

)i,, .

Puplishuo every Uhurisday

tillered as secuiid-ciat- s
act ot Congress of

March 2,

1879.

UIMM
,

SUBSCRIPTION KATES
One year in advance

.

12.00

MAGDALENA

MERCANTILE. COMPANY

THE CASH STORE
Groceries,

dry

boots

goods,

and

shoes,

Hardware, tinware, farm implements,

Meat Market

'

GASOLINE FILLING STATION.
Mail orders solicited and promptly filled
NEW

MAGDALENA,

It

MEXICO

1922.

U.

iittti-1-

KHF.IN,

Petition for appointment of
tdminittrator:

Wheetley.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Precinct No: 42; Quemado,
L. O. Fonviile, James Cowart, John
Mrs.- Edd
Lawrence, of Greens Gap, New Nexico, Saturnino Gutierrez,
Tra
Sweazea.
Goodwin,
Mexice
Frank Landavazo.of Datil, New
Nemecia Ascarate
Precinct No. 44; Middle Frisco,
Register
Emilio Peralta, Mra.M.U.Komen
Xugust 2G to September 23
Emit Kiehne.

i

The RESERVE STATE BANK

RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

J. tj.

p

by
y. B. Bunton,
presented
Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
Precinct No.' 35 Mogollor, Mrs. Administrator, with the will ano make final three years Proof, to
O B. nexed of the
H. L, Kelly, , Whitesid-- ,
Estate of J. M.
Publish claim to the land above
before Justiniano Baca, U. 8. Rabb,
Curry Deceased for the amount
Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Precinct No, "37; Luna, D. C. of $2,375.94
ilexico, on the 11th day ot October Neeley, Charles Adair, Mrs. J. C.

Your

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

3. That said deceased left an
state in the County of Catron
.o be administered, consisting
if Real Estate Property.
4. That said Real Estate Prop
irty consists of 160 acres of Lana
--

NOTICE OF SALE
THE DISTRICT COURT OP
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICC
WITHIN AMD FOR THE COUNTY
OF CATRON
IN

m Catron County, New Mexico,

fa value

The First National Bank ol
Kansas City, Missouri,
Plaintiff,
No.

vs

f residence and relationships

31

o

X

Q

also hides, wagons, and miscellaneous
camping outfit and equipment, or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy the Plaintiff's Judgment in the
sum of Forty Three Thousand Fifty-Fiv- t
Dollars Ninety- - On
Cents

5

Mrs. Stilla McClure Magdalena

New

Mexico,

age

44.

Age

37.

Mrs, Ollie Musick, Aragon, N.
Mexico, agi 33,

Jhn

New

William Graham,
Mexico, age 41.

Aragor,
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

Fred O, Graham Aragon, New
Mexico, age 47.

James Sewart Graham,
Diego, Calif., age 36.

YOUR PATRONAGE

L.

Wardlaw.
Receiver.

Sept.

23

to October

Ferry

14

Madden

LAWYER

Day.
MAGDALENA,

NEW

MEXICO.

Precinct No. 17, Lower Frisco,
Jacobo J iron, Mrs. Selso Cordova
Damian Romero.
Precinct No. 19, Datil Leopoldo Drop in the County
office
Armijo Mrs. Frank Anderson and apply for. Hunting and
Fred Baldwin.
Fishing Liceans.
,
A. T. Chavez
Deputy Game Warden.

Cle'i

SOLICITED

MMMUnmMWMtMMMMM

San

o.,inat your petitioner is a
neignooror. saia deceased, over
the age of twenty-on- e
years, ano
duly qualified to aaminister saio

estate.
7. That due search and inquiry
have been made to ascertain il
said deceased left any will am.
testement and none has beer
found and according to the best
knowledge

and belief

of youi

petitioner said deceased died with
out a will, intestate,
,8. That if your petitioner i;
appointed Admininstrator of saic
estate he will make perfect in
Vfntory thereof and faithfulh
administor all the estate of th

Sonny Says- -

deceased and account for am
pay all assets which shall comt
into his possession or knowledge.
Abb Alexander

But that is just one part of the
modern service of our store. Npt
only all sorts of school supplies but
the many home needs of the
school boy will be satisfactorily
answered here.

Petitioner.

belief, and as to those matter
and things that he believes them
to be true.
Therefore order was issued
appointing administrator and
lettersof administration issued to
Abb Alexander.

An order was issued approving
claim of Rol ert Blatchford for
$120.00 serving as an appraiser
on W. J. Andrus Estate. Tht- Probate Judge then adjourned
until the next regular session.
Attested

in

"A drug store that can give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other school things is
the store that will get my trade."

State of New Mexico, 0
()ss,
County of Catron.
interest
with
costs
($43,056,91)
thereon,
of th above entitled action, and the
Abb Alexander of lawful
expenses of the Receiver in said action, age, being tirst duly sworn acTh said cattle will be rounded up
cording to law, on his oath says
and can be inspected by prospective that he is the petitioner named
purchasers on and in th vicinity of the in and who signed the foregoing
ranches and ranges of the late W. J. petition;are true to his knowledge
Andrus in Socorro and Catron Counties. save and except such matters as
DATED September 16, 1922.
are stated upon information and
F.

per cent paid

on time deposits

Mrs. Mary Wheeier Aragon, N.M.

Under aad by virtue of a Decree
of Foreclosure and Order of Sale issued
out of the District Court of the County
of Catron, State of New Mxlco, on the
26th day of April,' 1922, in the abov
entitled action, wherein the First
National Bank of Kansas City, Missouri
obtained
a Judgment, and Decree
againtt the above named Defendants,
I am commanded to sell at public
auction the chattel! hereinafter more
particularly described.
Notice ia hereby given that on the
20th day of October, 1922, at ten (10)
o'clock A. M. on that date, in front of
the Post Office in the town of Magdalena
County of Socorro, I will, in obedience!
to said order of rile and decree of
forclosure, sell at public auction to the
highest and best bidder for cash, the
described chattels,
following
about Twelve Hundred (1200) cows,
about Four Hundred and Seventy-Fiv- e
(475) calves, about Two Hundred and
Thirty (230) yearling steers, about
Two Hundred and Fifty (250) yearling
heifers, about Seventy (70) bulls, and
all branded
Twenty-Tw(22) horse
.

ol

leirs at law of said aeceaseo
are as follows:

Wardlaw,
Defendants.

;

Magdalena, New Mexico

Four

thousand Dollars ($4,000.00).
5. That the names, ages, places

William R. Murley, Otis E. Watson,
Special Administrators of the Estate
of W. J. Andrus, Deceased, and their
or
Administrators,
Successor!,

Executora, and

not to exceed

I

First National Bank

Handy

....
for

....

:

I
i.

Stationery

Buy it by the box, by the pound or
in tablets. - The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
you wish to invest can be purchased
here at a saving in time and trouble.

fi

We can show an array of tint and tex
tures large enough to include your favorite

11

il

JtOJ

TabietsPens-Penciiso- t
GAUNT'S
Reserve,

ri

PHARMACY
New Mexico.
i

A. T. Chavez

Cood Roads Between

The U. S. Forest Service, it !s
Reserve and Silver City said, will build a road the entire
between
where the
Bidti have been advertised for.1 distance
truidiiijr of a highway between brant bounty survey now. enda.
Cliff nd the west end of the !ar'd the Ocean to Oceiin highway!
Catron Count v line, a distance of ' If this ia done it will give I itrit- roid from Datil to Silver!
54 mil.-s-. This will provide a eroodi
road to within ten miles of Glen City via Reserve, a distance oil
17U miles.
wood,

i.

..

v

.1

